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Abstract
Introduction: The relationship between patient demographics, clinical factors, and cost of
coronary artery bypass graft (CABG) is complex. Investigation of these relationships is
important to aid clinical practice and inform reimbursement models. This thesis analyzes
multiple different domains in order to understand the significant factors that impact the
cost of CABG at the London Health Sciences Centre (LHSC).
Methods: Model selection, construction of nested descriptive models, exploration of
mediation analysis of the impact of peri-operative factors and cost through length of stay,
and construction of estimative models were performed.
Results: Several baseline characteristics, socio-demographics, peri-operative variables,
and post-operative variables were found to be significant drivers of cost. Some of these
include having dementia upon admission, experiencing major complications, and having
longer length of stay.
Discussion: Through analysis of multiple domains, we begin to develop an understanding
of the significant factors that impact the cost of CABG procedures at the LHSC.

Keywords
Coronary Artery Bypass Graft, Cost Analysis, Cost Prediction, Case-costing, Mediation
Analysis
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Summary for Lay Audience
At the London Health Sciences Centre (LHSC), around 850 coronary artery bypass graft
(CABG) procedures are performed annually. CABG surgery involves grafting (sewing)
vessels onto the arteries that supply blood to the heart to relieve narrowing of those
arteries, a condition known as coronary artery disease. CABG surgery relieves coronary
artery disease symptoms, which include pain, weakness and fatigue, and reduces the rate
of death from coronary artery disease. Cardiac surgeons and hospital administrators are
concerned the reimbursement for each CABG procedure provided by the Ontario
Ministry of Health and Long-Term does not cover the actual cost of surgery, particularly
for more complicated cases. Through analyses of hospital datasets, this thesis identified
several significant drivers of cost. Some of these factors include having dementia upon
admission to the hospital, experiencing major complications, and length of stay. We also
performed analyses that showed that the relationship between these variables and costs
are quite complex. We found that certain factors like major complications was not only
associated with increased costs directly, but also increased the length of stay at the
hospital. This increase in length of stay results in additional increased costs. We also
showed that there were several variables that were very important in estimating the cost
of CABG at the LHSC that were not accounted for by the models that are currently used
to inform reimbursement of these procedures.
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Chapter 1
1 Introduction
The Canadian Institute for Health Information (CIHI) estimated that the total health
expenditure is expected to reach $254 billion or $7,068 per capita in 2019.1 Overall, this
will represent 14.6% of Canada’s gross domestic product (GDP) in this year. However,
there is concern that the current reimbursement strategy for healthcare providers in
Ontario does not adequately account for the variability in resource consumption by
patients. This is a particular concern in cardiac care. The primary goal of our study is to
understand the significant determinants of cost for coronary artery bypass graft (CABG)
surgery at the London Health Sciences Centre (LHSC). An understanding of these
determinants would enable decision makers to allocate funds more efficiently and could
increase overall quality of health services. Identification of the most significant
determinants of cost for CABG surgery will help local hospital administrators to
understand how to better allocate local funds, and clinicians to provide better quality of
care and better value for money.
As many as 6473 coronary artery bypass graft (CABG) procedures were performed in
hospitals across Ontario during the 2015/16 fiscal year.2 Within the LHSC alone, 618
CABG procedures, excluding those performed alongside concomitant valve procedures,
were performed in the 2019 fiscal year. Using anonymized patient-level data from the
LHSC, we undertook an analysis to identify the most important factors behind the cost of
CABG procedures. The factors we considered can be categorized in the following
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categories: patient socio-demographics, pre-operative clinical characteristics, socioeconomic status variables, peri-operative factors, and post-operative factors

1.1 Objectives
The objectives are as follows:
1. Determine the most appropriate statistical model for regression analysis of total
cost
2. Identify the factors that are significantly associated with the variation in total
CABG costs with variables categorized into patient socio-demographics, preoperative clinical characteristics, peri-operative factors, and post-operative
factors.
3. Explore mediation of the impact of peri-operative factors on costs through length
of stay.
4. Determine the estimative performance of models developed comparing models
according to the aforementioned variable categorization

1.2 Thesis Layout
The chapters are laid out as follows: Chapter two provides background information on
coronary artery disease, CABG and factors related to the cost of CABG, reimbursement
of hospital costs, and analysis of hospital costs; Chapter three describes the various
sources where the data were obtained, and the study methods; Chapter four describes the
study results; and chapter five concludes the thesis with a discussion of the research
findings.
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Chapter 2
2 Literature Review
The following literature review first describes coronary artery disease (CAD) along with
the various treatment options that are available to patients, in particular coronary artery
bypass graft (CABG) surgery. A description of healthcare costs and reimbursement
follows. The literature review continues with an overview of statistical considerations
that need to be made when performing cost analysis and prediction. Finally, it finishes
with an overview of socio-economic factors and their impact on general healthcare costs
and costs of cardiac care.

2.1 Coronary Artery Disease
2.1.1 Definition
Coronary artery disease (CAD), also known as ischemic heart disease, is the one of the
most common forms of heart disease.3 The main cause of CAD is atherosclerosis
(arteriosclerosis), which is characterized by the inflammation of the arterial walls
resulting in formation of atherosclerotic plaques in the coronary artery which can impede
blood flow to the heart.4,5 There are many ways that CAD can manifest such as acute
coronary syndrome (ACS), including angina pectoris, myocardial infarction (MI), and
sudden cardiac death, as well as chronic coronary heart disease.4
2.1.2 Prevalence
Globally, heart disease is the leading cause of death with an estimated 8.9 million deaths
due to heart disease in 2015.6 In Canada, heart disease is the second leading cause of
death despite major improvements in treatment, disease management, and public health
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interventions. In 2013, it was found that an estimated 2.4 million individuals (about 8%
of the population) above the age of 20 years of age were living with diagnosed CAD.6
The prevalence of diagnosed CAD among individuals above the age of 20 years has
shown a slight decline over the last five years.
In Ontario, about 8.9% of the population or approximately 1 million individuals above 20
years were found to be living with CAD in 2015 which accounts for 54% of the prevalent
cases of cardiovascular disease.7
2.1.3 Risk Factors
There are several factors associated with an increased risk of developing coronary artery
disease. These risk factors include high blood pressure, high blood cholesterol, diabetes,
obesity, unhealthy diet, smoking, and stress.4,8,9 As such, the Canadian Cardiovascular
Society (CCS) Guidelines recommends that a focused medical history and physical
examination be obtained to appropriately document symptoms, cardiac risk factors, and
signs of cardiovascular disease.10 Furthermore, it is recommended that important
comorbidities such as heart failure, cerebrovascular and peripheral vascular disease, and
renal disease be fully documented.
2.1.4 Treatment of Coronary Artery Disease
Many treatment options are available for people who suffer from coronary artery disease.
Treatment of CAD usually involves a combination of approaches that aim to improve
quality of life, minimize symptoms, and improve prognosis by preventing cardiac
complications (MI and death). According to the Canadian Cardiovascular Society clinical
guidelines, once a diagnosis of CAD is made it is a priority to provide medical
treatment.11
4

In addition to medical therapy, one may be treated by percutaneous coronary intervention
(PCI), which is a minimally invasive procedure designed to improve blood flow to the
heart, or revascularization by CABG. The choice between PCI and CABG can be quite
complicated because many factors must be considered.12
2.1.4.1 Medical Therapy
Medical therapy for the treatment of CAD aims to minimize symptoms and increase
quality of life. It is often the case that medical therapy can be implemented more readily
than other treatment options.11 Medical therapy of CAD consists of antiplatelet
medication, angiotensin-converting enzyme (ACE) inhibitors or angiotensin receptor
blockers, and anti-ischemic drugs such as β-blockers.11,13 Other medications may be
provided to patients to optimally manage risk factors or symptoms of heart failure or MI.
Guidelines recommend that implementation and optimization of a medical regimen
should be achieved within the first 12-16 weeks after initial diagnosis of CAD.11 During
this time, it is recommended that adequacy of symptom control and quality of life should
be assessed before consideration of revascularization.
2.1.4.2 Percutaneous Coronary Intervention
Percutaneous coronary intervention (PCI) involves the insertion of a catheter tube in
order to open coronary arteries that are narrowed or blocked by the buildup of plaque
along the arterial walls.14 Typically, a cardiac stent is placed within the blocked artery in
order to improve blood flow. The evolution of PCI technology occurred in waves
beginning with the advent of the percutaneous intervention using fixed wire systems that
were eventually replaced by movable wire systems.14 The goal of these systems was to
provide a less invasive alternative intervention to CABG, but these initial technologies
5

had unintended consequences, such as acute or threatened closure, that demanded
surgical revascularization or more intensive medical therapy.14 However, technological
and procedural advancements, such as the advent of drug-eluting stents, have made PCI
much safer and have reduced the need for emergency CABG after initial PCI.4
There has been mixed evidence regarding overall effectiveness of PCI for patients with
stable CAD and several studies have attempted to elucidate this. One such study
compared revascularization (either through CABG or PCI) to medical therapy only in a
prospective cohort study and found that revascularization improved outcomes and
decreased risk of mortality.15 Other studies, however, found that when PCI plus medical
therapy was compared directly to medical therapy only it was found that there was no
statistically significant difference in MI outcomes or mortality.16,17
2.1.4.3 Coronary Artery Bypass Graft
Coronary artery bypass graft surgery is another treatment option that is available for
patients with CAD. CABG involves harvesting of a healthy blood vessel from the patient,
which is then used to bypass the blocked area of the afflicted vessel. There sometimes
may be a need for multiple bypasses during the same revascularization procedure.
Historically, the saphenous vein was used for the revascularization but advances in
surgical technology have led to the use of other conduit vessels such as the radial
artery.18,19
The mortality rate for a primary CABG revascularization is expected to be 1.5%.19
However, this rate is influenced by individual patient characteristics. These risk factors
include the severity of left ventricular dysfunction, number of occluded vessels, age,
presence of diabetes mellitus, gender, peripheral vascular disease, renal insufficiency, and
6

pulmonary disease.19 Patients that are older than 70 years of age have operative mortality
two to three times that of the average CABG patient.20,21
Several papers have been published regarding the efficacy of CABG vs PCI, most of
which indicated that CABG is preferred to PCI in patients with comorbid conditions and
severe CAD. The Future Revascularization Evaluation in Patients With Diabetes
Mellitus: Optimal Management of Multivessel Disease (FREEDOM) trial compared
multivessel PCI to CABG in diabetic patients on optimal medical therapy. 22 This trial
showed that CABG was superior to PCI and significantly reduced rates of mortality and
post-procedure MI. However, there was a higher risk of stroke. CABG patients from the
FREEDOM trial were also found to have slightly better quality of life than those who
underwent PCI, though this benefit was very slight.23
The Synergy Between Percutaneous Coronary Intervention With TAXUS and Cardiac
Surgery (SYNTAX) trial compared PCI with a paclitaxel-eluting stent vs CABG for
patients with 3-vessel or left main CAD.24 Similar to the FREEDOM trial, CABG
patients had lower all-cause mortality and post-procedure MI. CABG patients in this trial,
however, were found to have fewer stroke complications. These patients also had
decreased need for revascularization. Overall, the evidence indicates CABG is superior to
PCI in patients with severe CAD. However, it is not so evident that this is the case for the
average CAD patient.25 Observational studies suggest that CABG patients may have
improved long-term survival compared with those who undergo PCI, but these results are
difficult to clearly interpret due to confounding factors.12,26
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2.1.5 Cost of Coronary Artery Bypass Graft
In Ontario, the volume of CABG surgeries being performed has been declining over the
past 15-20 years.27 There has been a significant shift to PCI that has caused the average
CABG patient in Ontario to be older with more comorbidities. As a result, the average
CABG case is more complex than that of 15-20 years ago. This in turn has several
implications on the cost of CABG procedures.
Several factors contribute to increased CABG costs. Body mass index has been shown to
have a complex relationship with CABG costs for patients in Ontario, Canada.28 Patients
who were underweight, morbidly obese, and normal weight all had much higher per
patient costs than obese or overweight patients. However, overweight or obese patients
contribute the most to total annual costs to the healthcare system as a group – likely due
to the high proportion of CABG patients falling into these categories.28 Frailty is another
factor that has been shown to significantly increase costs of cardiac surgery.29 Other
factors that influence the cost of CABG surgery include several risk factors that affect
CABG outcomes such as presence of diabetes, peripheral vascular disease, and age.30,31
These risk factors have also been shown to be risk factors for delayed extubation.32 Early
extubation and fast track cardiac anesthsia has been found to be associated with
decreased intensive care unit (ICU) and hospital length of stay resulting in reduced total
CABG costs.32–35 Whether the procedure was performed with the use of a heart-lung
machine or not also has several cost implications. Thus, there is a wide debate
surrounding the cost-effectiveness of so-called on-pump versus off-pump surgery.
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2.1.7.1 On-pump vs Off-pump Coronary Artery Bypass Graft
The Coronary Artery Bypass Graft Off or On Pump Revascularization Study
(CORONARY) trial was a trial that set out to assess which method of CABG was best.
After 1 year, the average total cost per patient was found to be comparable between onpump and off-pump procedures.36 They had also found that there was no observed
difference in the rate of a primary composite outcome of death, stroke, myocardial
infarction, or renal failure.37 Similar results were found in the MASS III trial which also
sought to determine whether on-pump CABG was more cost-effective than off-pump
CABG.38

2.2 Reimbursement and Case-costing of Hospital Costs
2.2.1 Hospital Funding in Ontario
Healthcare expenditures account for about 15% of Canada’s GDP. Hospitals account for
approximately 30% of total healthcare expenditures representing the largest single
component of expenditures (around $45 billion).39 As such, hospitals represent a
substantial burden on provincial healthcare budgets. Prior to the 2012 health system
funding reform (HSFR), hospitals in Ontario were funded using a global funding
strategy.40 In this funding regime, a fixed (global) amount of funding was distributed to
hospitals based upon case mix, historical budgets, inflation rate, capital investment
decisions, negotiation, institution size, and politics. This type of funding strategy is
effective at limiting expenditure growth although hospitals have responded to restricted
budgets by limiting admissions, which has led to a lengthening in wait times for surgical
procedures.39 There have also been concerns that having a global funding strategy has led
to inequitable allocation of funds. Global funding also does not take into adequate
9

consideration the complexity of services provided, type of institution, or any quality
measures.39
In order to account for variability in hospital costs, governments internationally have
begun to adopt funding strategies based upon the type and volume of services provided.
This activity-based funding (ABF) or case-based funding, is more complex than global
funding and funds hospitals based on the complexity of patients served and the volume of
services provided.39
In 2012, Ontario underwent the HSFR which shifted the hospital funding strategy from a
global funding regime to an ABF strategy known as patient-based funding (PBF).40 PBF
was implemented as a way to provide a clearer link between hospital funding and patient
care. Under this new funding regime, large hospitals receive funding through three
different funding models. The breakdown of funding is as follows: 40% from the healthbased allocation model (HBAM), 30% from quality-based procedures (QBP), and the
remaining 30% from a global budget based upon the previous year. The two main
components of PBF, HBAM and QBP, are described in detail below.
2.2.2 Quality-Based Procedures
Global funding strategies are not able to appropriately account for the complexity of
services provided nor are they able to completely capture the true costs of providing
health care services.39 Global funding strategies also do not properly incentivize hospitals
to shorten lengths of stay and improve the cost-effectiveness of services provided. As part
of the HSFR, the Ontario government implemented a QBP funding strategy.
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QBP’s are specific sets of services that have been identified as having the most potential
to improve quality outcomes and reduce costs. Some QBP’s are hip fracture and
pneumonia introduced in fiscal year 2015 and breast cancer surgery introduce in fiscal
year 2017.41 QBP’s are identified based upon an evidence-based framework which
assesses patient services according to five key perspectives: practice variation,
availability of evidence, feasibility for change, cost impact, and impact of
transformation.42 The Ministry of Health and Long-term Care (MOHLTC) adopted a
multi-year implementation strategy, introducing new QBP’s each year. For each cluster
of procedures, clinical handbooks are created to outline best practices and suggest
implementation pathways that ensure consistent delivery of care.43 Funding for these
QBP’s are provided using a standard rate (or price) adjusted for the types of patients they
serve. Essentially, procedures that are a part of a QBP group are funded based on volume.
2.2.3 Health Based Allocation Model (HBAM) and HBAM Inpatient Grouper Weights
The health-based allocation model, or HBAM, is another way in which the Ontario
government has tried to appropriately capture the complexity and nuance surrounding
funding for patient care. HBAM estimates the expected weighted cases, accounting for
the fact that some hospitals treat more high-resource patients than others, and similarly
expected costs.
To determine a given hospital’s expected unit cost, a provincial average cost is measured
for each type of care (e.g. Acute Inpatient and Day Surgery). Then, adjustments are made
to reflect the variability in cost of care between hospitals. Factors that are adjusted for
include level of academic activity and teaching, geography, degree of specialization,
hospital type, and hospital size.
11

Once the expected expenses are determined for a hospital, the percentage of HBAM
expected share is calculated by dividing that hospitals expected expenses by the
provincial total expected expenses. This percentage share is then multiplied by the total
available funding envelope for the province to derive each hospital’s funding for a given
type of care. It should be noted that the HBAM methodology uses data that is two years
old in order to estimate expected weighted cases and costs. For example, the data used for
estimation of expected cases and costs for fiscal year 2018/2019 is from fiscal year
2016/2017.
HBAM Inpatient Grouper (HIG) weights are used to determine the relative resource
needs of any given patient in a hospital. These weights are used to determine the expected
weighted cases at a given hospital.44 The HIG weight for a given case is determined using
the Case Mix Group (CMG+) grouping methodology, designed to group together patients
with similar clinical characteristics and resource-utilization, along with additional clinical
information. In fact, the HIG group is the same as the CMG+ group in most cases (83%
of cases).45 The remaining cases are assigned to one of 40 HIG groups based upon
diagnosis, presence/absence of comorbid cardiac conditions among cardiac CMG+
groups, presence of comorbidities in obstetric cases using a comorbidity level (CL).45
There is a separate intervention-driven group for bone marrow/stem cell transplant cases.
Once a case is assigned to a specific HIG or CMG+ group, adjustments are made based
upon seven factors to account for the variation in resource consumption and length of
stay among patients that pertain to any given HIG or CMG+ grouping.45 These seven
factors are: age, flagged intervention (FI), intervention event (IE), out-of-hospital (OOH)
intervention, special care unit (SCU), discharged to home care, and maternal age ≥ 40.
12

These factors are then used to calculate the weight and expected length of stay (ELOS)
for each case.45 As mentioned previously, several factors contribute to the increase in
CABG costs such as frailty and other risk factors that affect CABG outcomes.29–31 There
is concern that the HIG methodology may not appropriately account for these factors.
2.2.4 Case Costing of Hospital Costs
Case costing, also known as patient costing, is an activity-based costing model that tracks
and costs delivery of healthcare services to patients by service date.46 Hospital case-costs
can be broken up into four broad categories: variable direct, variable indirect, fixed
direct, and fixed indirect costs. These costs categories correspond to the different service
types that are provided to patients. Variable costs are proportionate with the amount of
care that was provided whereas fixed costs are independent of the amount of care
provided. The case cost data are obtained from designated hospitals and used by the
Canadian Institute for Health Information (CIHI) to support development of the
reimbursement formulas described above, and to assist ministries of health in planning
for and reimbursement of hospital costs.46 LHSC is one of the Ontario hospitals that
conducts case costing. Case cost data provide the most accurate picture of the true cost of
hospital care.
Variable direct costs pertain to various expenditures that are directly proportionate to the
amount of care that was provided. These costs include compensation of medical
personnel involved in providing care, materials and supplies used throughout delivery of
the services provided, medications provided throughout the hospital stay, and services
that may have been contracted out.
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Fixed direct costs pertain to costs of labour not related to the support of direct patient
care. This includes management and support salaries, and salaried physicians. Fixed costs
also included sundry expenses and hospital operation costs, such as building
amortization, maintenance costs, and equipment leases/rental.
Variable indirect and fixed indirect costs pertain to the operating expenses allocated from
transient functional centres such as administration, finance, human resources. A portion
of the cost of a patient’s stay can be attributed to these costs. It should be noted that the
variable indirect costs at the LHSC are combined under fixed indirect.

2.3 Regression Analysis of Hospital Costs
2.3.1 Ordinary Least Squares Regression
Typically, ordinary least squares (OLS) regression is used to analyze outcomes that are
continuous. A set of assumptions must be met in order to appropriately use OLS
regression for analysis. In particular, variance of residuals must be independent of
predictors (i.e. homoscedastic) and the residuals must be normally distributed.47
Cost data are not suitable for analysis using OLS regression. Cost data are typically
characterized by nonnegative measurements and positive skew.48 Additionally, the data
are often heteroscedastic, that is the variance in regression cost estimates depends on the
estimated value, rather than being constant across the range of costs.49 There are many
ways in which researchers have tried to account for these violations of standard ordinary
least-squares (OLS) assumptions.
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2.3.1 Linear Regression on Transformed Costs
Historically, linear regression was commonly used to analyze costs. An example of this
can be seen in a paper published by Naglie et al in 1999.30 Using multiple linear
regression analysis, they estimated the effect of age on CABG costs adjusting for several
covariates such as sex, presence of diabetes and other comorbid conditions, and
complications. They found that CABG costs were much higher in older patients,
especially among more complex cases. However, the cost estimates presented in this
paper may be heavily biased and imprecise due to the use of multiple linear regression.
In order to perform simple linear regression, OLS assumptions need to be met. In
particular, the residuals must be normally distributed and homoscedastic. Costs, however,
severely violate these assumptions.49 These violations may lead to results that are biased.
To account for violations of assumptions underlying OLS, researchers have historically
relied on performing linear regression on logarithmic or other Box-Cox transformed
costs.50 The analyses are no longer concerned with the mean costs, but with mean costs
on a transformed scale. Therefore, in order to derive proper inferences about mean costs,
one must perform a retransformation from the estimation scale (logarithmic or otherwise)
to the scale of interest.49,50 However, these transformations introduce complexity with
regard to the analyses. Additionally, the estimate has been shown to be biased in the
presence of heteroscedasticity on the log-scale.48 To account for this bias, ‘smearing’
estimates have been developed such as the Duan smearing estimate.51 However, these
estimators are only useful in the presence of heteroscedasticity on the log-scale.51,52
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2.3.2 Generalized Linear Models
One way to avoid the problems with retransformation, is the use of generalized linear
models (GLM). GLMs are characterized by a distribution function for the conditional
outcome, and a link function, which relates the conditional outcome to the specified set of
covariates. The distribution function focuses on describing the conditional outcome
whereas the link function describes the scale on which covariates in the model relate to
the outcome.49 The retransformation problems encountered when using linear regression
are avoided with GLM’s because the link function performs transformation on the mean
outcome instead of performing the transformation first before calculation of the mean.50
Furthermore, GLM’s allow for heteroscedasticity in the non-transformed outcome. The
difficulty with using GLM’s comes from the need to specify an appropriate distribution
function that fully describes the distribution of the residuals of the outcome variable.
Considerations must be made with regard to the shape of the distribution and the
relationship between the variance and the mean. Close assessment of this relationship
provides guidance as to which distribution function may be most appropriate. However,
there is little theoretical guidance as to which link function is most appropriate – though
the log link has become ubiquitous.53 One approach that has been suggested is to use a
series of diagnostic tests to assess a set of candidate link and variance functions such as
the modified Park test.54 Information criteria such as the Akaike Information Criteria
(AIC) have been shown to be useful in identifying the best fitting variance and link
functions, though the usefulness of AIC in the latter case is limited to situations when
there are several predictors.49 However, it is often the case that even if these tests detect
problems they do not provide any guidance on how to appropriately correct those
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problems. Despite these difficulties, GLM’s are an attractive regression method for
analyzing healthcare cost data by providing a flexible method that accounts for violations
of OLS assumptions.49
There is extensive literature that demonstrates the usefulness of GLM methods for the
analysis of healthcare costs. Barber et al illustrated this using data from the UK700 trial,
a large multi-centre randomized trial to investigate the cost-effectiveness of intensive
compared with standard case management in community care for patients with mental
illness.49 GLM’s have also been shown to be useful in analyzing the costs of CABG
surgery. In their review of regression methodologies for analysing cost of CABG
surgeries Austin et al compared several specifications of GLM’s with other regression
methods including linear regression on log-transformed cost, and Cox proportional
hazard regression.31 Specifically, they compared using negative binomial, gamma, and
Poisson distribution functions each with log-link. They found that negative binomial and
gamma GLM identified the same covariates as statistically significant whereas
discrepancies were found with other regression methods. Linear with log-transformed
cost and Poisson GLM only disagreed with negative binomial and gamma GLM’s in only
one instance. Additionally, they found that negative binomial and gamma GLM’s
provided similar coefficient estimates in the descriptive models whereas the estimates in
the Poisson GLM tended to be larger in magnitude. Conversely, the estimates from linear
regression on log-transformed costs were found to be smaller in magnitude than estimates
from negative binomial and gamma GLM’s. It should be noted that the direction of the
effects of covariates on CABG costs were the same for all regression methods.31 When
comparing each regression method for prediction of costs, Austin et al fond that Poisson
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GLM had the lowest mean squared prediction error (MSPE) while linear regression with
log-transformed costs had the lowest bias. A large limitation in this study is that no
attempt was made to determine which regression method best fit the data for the
descriptive model. Overall, GLM’s are frequently used in the econometrics literature for
the analysis of healthcare costs.31

2.4 Socioeconomic Status and Costs
Universal health care systems are designed with the goal of providing access to health
services based on patient need. In Canada, medically necessary are paid for through
provincial health insurance, with no access fees. Despite universal access to hospital and
physician services, there is evidence that those of lower socioeconomic status may be less
likely to receive or utilize specific services than those of higher status.55,56 This inequity
of access and utilization has been shown to be associated with overall higher health
expenditure.57,58 In the case of cardiac care, lower socioeconomic status is associated
with lower access to invasive cardiac procedures.59–61 Lower socioeconomic status is also
associated with higher rates of mortality and worse cardiac outcomes.62–65 However, there
is very little literature regarding the impact that socioeconomic status might have on
healthcare costs in cardiac care. One study assessed the importance of using
socioeconomic status as a predictor of cardiovascular outcome and costs among women
with suspected myocardial ischemia. This study used data from the Women’s Ischemia
Syndrome Evaluation (WISE) study and found that women of lower socioeconomic
status were predicted to have higher rates of cardiovascular mortality and higher
hospitalization and drug costs.65
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2.4.1 Ontario Marginalization Index
The Ontario marginalization index (ON-Marg), developed for Public Health Ontario in
collaboration with the Centre for Urban Health Solutions at St. Michael’s Hospital, is an
area-based measure of socioeconomic status that differentiates among Ontario geographic
areas to aid in understanding inequalities.66 The index is based on data from the Canadian
Census. The ON-Marg is similar to the Canadian Marginalization Index (CAN-Marg),
but uses Ontario-specific data. Guided by previous research in area-based deprivation
indices, researchers performed a principal component factor analysis of 42 measures
selected from the 2001 Canadian Census of Population and this yielded four factors that
corresponded to 18 census tract measures.66,67 The four factors include residential
instability, material deprivation, dependency, and ethnic concentration. Factor analysis of
the aforementioned census tract measures yields an index score for each of the four
marginalization dimensions, based on data from the most recent Canadian census. Each
index score is such that higher scores correspond to higher marginalization.
Residential instability refers to the concentration of people who experience family or
housing instability within a given area. This measure relates to a neighbourhood’s
quality, cohesiveness, and supports.66 The indicators that contribute to this score are the
proportion of the population that live alone, proportion of the population who are not
youth (between the ages of 5 and 15), the average number of persons per dwelling, the
proportion of dwellings that are apartment buildings, the proportion of the population
who are single/divorced/widowed, the proportion of dwellings that are not owned, and
the proportion of the population who moved during the past 5 years.
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Material deprivation is a measure of poverty and is associated with the inability of
individuals and communities to access and attain basic material needs.66 This measure is
comprised of six indicators: the proportion of the population aged 20 or older without a
high school diploma, the proportion of families who are lone parent families, the
proportion of total income from government transfer payments for those aged 15 or older,
the proportion of the population aged 15 years or older who are unemployed, and the
proportion of the population considered low-income.66,67 Material deprivation captures an
area’s income, housing quality, and educational attainment characteristics.
Dependency is also related to income. This measure relates to the number of people who
do not have income from employment.66 The dependency score is calculated from the
proportion of the population who are aged 65 and older, a dependency ratio (calculated
by dividing the total population who are 0 to 14 years of age and 65 or older by the total
population between 15 and 64 years), and the proportion of the population not
participating in the labour force who are aged 15 or older.66,67
Ethnic concentration captures the concentration of people who are recent immigrants
and/or those belonging to a visible minority group. The indicators used to create the
ethnic concentration score are the proportion of the population who are recent immigrants
(those who arrived in the past 5 years) and the proportion of the population who selfidentify as a visible minority.66,67 The ON-Marg provides index scores for several
different levels of aggregation including dissemination area, census tract, and public
health unit.
The ON-Marg measures are often used to assess the impact of socioeconomic factors on
indicators of health and has even been used to study how sociodemographic factors affect
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costs. In a population-based, retrospective cohort study, Thavorn et al. found that
multimorbidity was associated with increased healthcare costs.68 This association was
found to be much greater for those who lived in areas with higher levels of
marginalisation.
To our knowledge, there is no literature demonstrating the use of the ON-Marg in relation
to cardiac costs. However, there is some literature that show the impact of
marginalization on cardiac outcomes and risk factors.69–71 One such study found that
those living in areas of higher material deprivation were at higher risk for cardiovascular
disease due to higher rates of smoking and lower physical activity.71 Another study found
that multimorbidity was significantly higher in the most deprived areas which will
influence healthcare costs.68,72

2.5 Summary
The literature presented here provides background information to support the
investigation of the impact of patient characteristics, socio-demographics, and clinical
factors on CABG costs at the LHSC. Additionally, the literature highlights the funding
model currently used to inform reimbursement in Ontario and concern that the funding
models may not appropriately account for variation in CABG costs.
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Chapter 3
3 Methods
Our overall goal was to use case cost data to determine the causes of variation in the cost
of CABG procedure for patients treated at the LHSC. This information can aid hospital
clinicians and administrators in understanding the factors that influence cost and
identifying discrepancies between the significant cost drivers and the factors that are
considered in existing funding models. This study was approved by the Office of Human
Research Ethics at the University of Western Ontario.
To achieve this overall goal, we first tested a range of statistical models and chose the
best fitting models for regression analysis of cost. Using this best fitting model, we
performed descriptive regression analyses to identify the importance of groups of
variables, including patient characteristics, sociodemographic variables, peri-operative
characteristics, and post-operative characteristics. We then explored how length of stay
may mediate the relationship between peri-operative factors and total cost. The following
chapter describes the methods used for each of these analyses.

3.1 Cohort Selection
The study cohort contains all patients who underwent an elective CABG procedure from
April 1st, 2014 to March 31st, 2019. This does not include patients who underwent
concomitant valve procedure (including trans-catheter aortic valve implantation (TAVI),
mitral valve repair, and tricuspid valve repair) or any patients who underwent two CABG
procedures within the same hospital visit. Of a total 3,335 cases, 94 were excluded due to
missing data. The data that were missing were due to missing forward sortation area or
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missing baseline characteristic information. Thus, a total 3,241 cases were used in the
complete case analyses. There was one patient who had two CABG procedures during the
study period.

3.2 Data Source and Data Linkage
Data were derived from several different clinical and administrative databases. These
databases include the Canadian Institute of Health Information (CIHI) discharge abstract
database (DAD), SurgiNet database, Canadian Patient Cost Database (i.e. case cost data),
Cerner Electronic Health Record, and the CorHealth registry.
The DAD, maintained by CIHI, was originally developed in 1963 and captures
administrative, clinical, and demographic information, including deaths, sign-outs, and
transfers, for hospital inpatients and day surgery.73 The DAD was mainly used to
determine the study cohort and to identify pre-patient characteristics such as presence of
diabetes or other comorbidities upon admission, any complications during patient stay,
use of special care units, and discharge disposition. The SurgiNet database contains
information regarding each patients’ pre-admission clinical visit. This database was used
to check for history of co-morbidities.
The Canadian Patient Cost Database, also maintained by CIHI, contains all case cost
information for each patient stay.46 Case costing refers to the activity-based costing
model that is used to track and cost the services that are delivered to each patient.46 The
variables extracted from this database include variable direct labour, variable direct other,
variable direct labour plus – which is the sum of variable direct labour and direct other,
variable direct material goods and service (GS), variable direct material patient specific
supplies (PSS), variable direct material – which is the sum of the variable direct material
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GS and variable direct material PSS, fixed direct labour, fixed direct building, equipment,
and grounds (BEG), fixed direct other, fixed direct – which is the sum of all fixed direct
variables, fixed indirect costs, and total costs.
The Cerner Electronic Health Record is maintained by the LHSC and contains patient
information related to their clinical presentation and inpatient stay. The variables
obtained from this database are: patient height and weight, procedure duration, blood
product transfusion (blood, plasma, and/or platelets), and albumin transfusion.
The CorHealth registry, maintained by CorHealth, provides clinically relevant
comorbidity information and cardiac specific data. The variables extracted from this
database include Canadian Cardiovascular Society (CCS) classification of Angina
Pectoris, and New York Heart Association (NYHA) classification of heart failure. These
databases were linked by the Clinical Decision Support team at the LHSC using a unique,
anonymized encounter number.
Socio-economic status variables were obtained from the Ontario Marginalization Index
that was created by Public Health Ontario in collaboration with the Centre for Urban
Health Solutions at St. Michael’s Hospital.66 The dissemination area-level ON-Marg
indices were aggregated to the forward sortation area (FSA) level using the Postal Code
Conversion File. This file, created by Statistics Canada, contained information about
which dissemination areas map to which FSAs.74 The FSA-level ON-Marg indices were
then assigned to each patient according to the FSA in which they resided. The FSA,
delineated by the first three characters of the patient postal code, was taken from the
Cerner electronic health record. A full list of variables can be found in the data dictionary
(Appendix A).
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3.3 Measures
The variables available in the full dataset fall into the following categories: patient costs,
baseline patient characteristics – which include patient demographic information and preoperative patient characteristics, socio-economic status variables, peri-operative factors,
and post-operative factors. These categories can be considered to have sequential timing
– baseline patient characteristics and socio-economic status variables are determined
prior to the operation, peri-operative factors are determined through the duration of the
operation, and post-operative factors are determined after the operation is complete. In
other words, baseline characteristics and SES are upstream of peri- and post-operative
factors. Post-operative factors are downstream of baseline characteristics, SES, and perioperative factors. The following sections describe these variables in more detail.
3.3.1 Patient Costs and Fiscal Year
The total per-person case cost for CABG procedures at the LHSC were used as the
outcome measure in our analyses. As histogram of total costs can be found in Figure 1.
The cost analysis is done from the perspective of the LHSC and all costs were adjusted
for inflation and are measured in 2019 Canadian dollars using the annual average health
and personal care consumer price index for each fiscal year.75 Each fiscal year at the
LHSC begins on April 1st and ends on March 31st of the following calendar year and is
defined by the later calendar year. For example, fiscal year 2015 begins April 1st, 2014
and ends on March 31st, 2015. The fiscal year for each case was determined by the
discharge date by the following algorithm: the fiscal year was considered to be equal to
the year of discharge if the discharge month was less than or equal to 3, else the fiscal
year was determined to be the discharge year plus one.
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Figure 1 Histogram of Total Costs

3.2.2 Baseline Patient Characteristics
The following baseline patient characteristics were used for analyses: patient age, sex,
diabetes, hypertension, hyperlipidemia, peripheral vascular disease, cerebrovascular
disease, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, cancer, dementia, dialysis, ischemic heart
disease, heart failure, obesity, CCS class, NYHA class, and previous CABG procedure.
Patient age was calculated by subtracting the patient’s birth year from the year that they
were admitted to the hospital. If the month of admission was less than the patient’s birth
month then an additional year was subtracted. Patient age was centered in the analyses to
increase interpretability. Patient sex was coded as ‘M’ for male and ‘F’ for female.
Patient sex ‘F’ was used as the reference category for the analyses.
Co-morbid conditions, such as diabetes or history of cancer, were coded as “Y” if the
condition was present upon admission and “N” if not. Cells that contained a null value
were considered to indicate that the condition in question was not present upon
admission. Therefore these were coded as “N” as well.
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Body mass index was calculated using patient height and weight. This newly calculated
body mass index variable was used to create an indicator for ‘obesity’. The patient was
considered to suffer from obesity if the patient’s body mass index was greater than
thirty.28
CCS classification and Acute Coronary Syndrome (ACS) classification was combined in
the data. Since an ACS Classification is provided only for patients who had an acute
coronary syndrome or myocardial infarction, these patients were considered to be grade
IV in the CCS classification for angina pectoris and were recoded as such. Previous
CABG was coded similarly to the co-morbid conditions – “Y” if the patient in question
had undergone CABG previous to the current admission and “N” if the patient had not.
3.2.3 Socio-economic Status Variables
The ON-Marg was used as a proxy for patient-level socio-economic status (SES). It is
advised to use data pertaining to the smallest spatial area available to minimize
measurement error.66 In the ON-Marg this corresponds to what is known as the
dissemination area (DA), which is the smallest standard geographic area for which all
census data are disseminated. However, due to data limitations the smallest geographical
area we were able to use was the forward sortation area (FSA). The ON-Marg indices
were aggregated to the FSA level by first determining the DA’s that are contained within
each FSA, and then taking the population-weighted average of DA level scores. In our
dataset, patients resided in one of 123 different FSA's. The number of people living in
each FSA ranged from 1 person to 178 people. The FSA’s and the number of people
living in each FSA are shown in Appendix B.
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The ON-Marg indices can be used either as a variable on a continuous scale or
categorized into quintiles.66 To improve interpretability and comparability to the rest of
Ontario, each individual’s FSA was assigned a number from 1 to 5, corresponding to the
provincial quintiles for each ON-Marg index.
3.2.3 Peri-operative and Post-operative Variables
The following peri-operative variables were used for analyses: minor complication,
moderate complication, major complication, pump use, use of extracorporeal membrane
oxygenation (ECMO), robotic surgery, procedure duration, blood product transfusion,
and albumin transfusion.
Complications were classified as either minor, moderate, or major according to clinical
guidance. Minor complication was coded as “Y” if the patient in question had one or
more minor complications as identified by the corresponding ICD-10 codes, and “N” if
not. Moderate complications and major complications were coded similarly. Coding was
informed by published analyses of surgical complications.76 The list of ICD-10 codes and
classification (minor, moderate, major) is provided in Appendix C.
Pump use, ECMO, and robotic surgery were coded “Y” if the corresponding surgical
assist device was used and “N” if not. Procedure duration was mean-centered to increase
interpretability of the y-intercept in the analyses.
Blood product transfusion was coded “Y” if the patient had blood, plasma, and/or
platelets transfusion and “N” if none of the patient did require transfusion of any of these
products. Albumin transfusion was similarly coded “Y” if the patient had albumin
transfusion and “N” otherwise.
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The following post-operative variables were used for analyses: length of stay, use of
more than one special care unit, return to the operating room, discharge disposition, and a
long-stay indicator.
Length of stay was calculated by subtracting the date of admission from the date of
discharge and converting the duration into days. The length of stay was also meancentered in the analyses.
Those who had a discharge disposition of “Died in Facility”, “Died while on pass/leave”,
or “Died, expired” were recoded as “Died”. Discharge dispositions of “Discharged to
private home (no support service required)” and “Discharge to private home with support
services” was recoded to “Home”. Discharge dispositions of “Left against medical advice
(LAMA)” and “Left against medical advice (with or without sign-out, AWOL)” were
recoded to “LAMA”. All other dispositions pertained to transfers to other departments or
care facilities and were recoded to “transfer”.
A long stay indicator was created to be consistent with the long stay indicator in the CIHI
costing models. The length of stay was considered to be ‘long stay’ if the length of stay
was greater than 13 days.45

3.4 Statistical Analysis
Summary statistics were performed for all variables of interest excluding missing data
where appropriate. 10-fold cross validation of generalized linear models fit with preoperative patient characteristics, excluding cancer and dementia, was performed to select
the best distribution and link function. Univariate models were fit to separately assess the
association between patient demographics, socio-economic status, pre-operative patient
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characteristic, peri-operative, and post-operative variables and total procedure cost. Then
five nested multivariate models were fit using the full dataset, excluding any cases with
missing data. First, only baseline patient characteristics (excluding socio-economic
factors) were considered (Model 1). Then the socio-economic factors were added (Model
2), followed by addition of peri-operative variables (Model 3). Post-operative variables
were then added (Model 4). Finally, an interaction term between length of stay and a long
stay indicator was added (Model 5). Model diagnostics were performed using the Akaike
information criterion as well as assessment of each models’ deviance residuals.
Mediation analysis was performed to assess mediation of peri-operative factor and select
post-operative factors on total cost through length of stay. Length of stay was chosen as
the mediating variable due to the strong relationship between length of stay and costs. A
scatterplot of total costs versus length of stay shows a strong positive correlation (Figure
2). The strong relationship suggests that peri-operative factors such as complications or
return to the operating room are associated with increased costs simply because they are
associated with increased lengths of stay.
Finally, estimative models were developed using the same sets of covariates as the nested
descriptive models. Whereas the descriptive models were used to identify relationships
among covariates and outcomes, these estimative models were developed in order to
determine how effectively baseline patient characteristics, socio-economic status
variables, peri-operative factors and post-operative factors can be used to estimate costs.
Such an approach would help to identify significant cost driver and determine whether
there may be important variables not accounted for in the CIHI funding models used to
inform reimbursement of CABG costs. The data were split into a training data set
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comprised of a random 80% sample of the data. The remaining 20% of the data were
used as a validation set. The estimative models were trained using the training data set
and validated using the validation set to assess model accuracy and precision. Mean
relative squared error and bias were used to assess model performance. The respective
formulas for these measures is shown in equations 1 and 2. All statistical analyses were
performed in the R programming language version 3.6.3.

𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑛 𝑟𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝑠𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑑 𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟 (𝑀𝑅𝑆𝐸) =

1
2
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𝐵𝑖𝑎𝑠 =

1
1
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𝑛
𝑛
𝑘
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Figure 2: Scatterplot of Total Cost vs Length of Stay
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Eq 2

Chapter 4
4 Results
The following chapter first provides descriptive statistics about the study cohort as well
as summary statistics for case-costs per fiscal year. This is followed by the results of
model selection using 10-fold cross validation. Then nested descriptive models are
presented followed by select mediation analyses. Finally, the results from the estimative
models are presented.

4.1 Descriptive Statistics
4.1.1 Breakdown of Costs by Fiscal Year
A total of 3,335 elective CABG surgeries, without concomitant valve procedure, were
performed at the LHSC between April 1st, 2014 and March 31st, 2019. The fewest
number of CABG surgeries was performed in 2019 (618) whereas the most surgeries
were performed in 2017 (751). Adjusting for inflation, the average total cost was highest
in the 2015 fiscal year at $26,619.43 expressed in 2019 Canadian dollars. The lowest
average total cost was in 2018. On average, approximately half of the total cost (51.3%)
is comprised of costs related to labour (variable and fixed). Most of the labour costs are
variable costs that account for all unit-producing personnel (e.g. nursing staff) salary and
benefits. The remaining cost is comprised mainly of materials and indirect costs (23.2%
to 21.3% of total cost on average respectively). A full breakdown of average component
costs and average total procedure cost as well as number of procedures performed
stratified by fiscal year is shown in Table 1. This is also shown visually as a stacked bar
chart in Figure 3.
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Table 1: Coronary Artery Bypass Graft Surgeries by Fiscal Year and Associated
Costs
Number of
Procedures,
n/total N (%)
Variable
Direct Labour
Plus, mean
(SD)
Variable
Direct
Labour, mean
(SD)
Variable
Direct Other,
mean (SD)
Variable
Direct
Material,
mean (SD)
Variable
Direct
Material GS,
mean (SD)
Variable
Direct
Material PSS,
mean (SD)
Fixed Direct,
mean (SD)
Fixed Direct
Labour, mean
(SD)
Fixed Direct
BEG,
mean (SD)
Fixed Direct
Other,
mean (SD)
Fixed
Indirect, mean
(SD)
Total,
mean (SD)

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

625/3,335
(18.7)

706/3,335
(21.2)

751/3,335
(22.5)

635/3,335
(19.0)

618/3,335
(18.5)

$12,563.87
($12,013.325)

$11,460.76
($13,449.297)

$10,802.70
($7,588.519)

$10,621.97
($11,987.587)

$10,948.19
($10,147.772)

$12,554.01
($12,003.509)

$11,460.24
($13,447.302)

$10,797.51
($7,584.522)

$10,621.72
($11,986.658)

$10,948.18
($10,147.756)

$9.76 ($11.64)

$0.42 ($2.544)

$5.12 ($6.125)

$0.23 ($2.868)

$0.01 ($0.120)

$5,644.27
($3,745.677)

$5,674.24
($3,282.558)

$5,319.22
($2,029.816)

$4,763.96
($3,422.747)

$5,069.28
($2,634.993)

$3,916.72
($2,782.973)

$3,940.20
($2,949.781)

$3,774.88
($1,398.381)

$3,169.77
($2,695.559)

$3,461.18
($1,768.236)

$1,727.59
($1,658.983)

$1,734.12
($1,364.935)

$1,554.34
($1,296.509)

$1,594.17
($1,804.938)

$1,608.14
($1,538.627)

$2,972.06
($2,428.626)

$3,130.37
($2,414.499)

$2,631.84
($1,347.984)

$2,513.11
($2,028.653)

$2,756.18
($1,784.280)

$2,237.56
($2,014.150)

$1,881.80
($1,877.453)

$1,687.50
($1,051.858)

$1,659.69
($1,629.970)

$1,692.41
($1,438.397

$758.70
($343.295)

$785.00
($337.073)

$759.57
($228.797)

$715.91
($310.709)

$933.14
($293.422)

$-24.13
($220.720)

$463.65
($355.044)

$184.72
($130.330)

$137.55
($136.826)

$130.62
($149.030)

$5,439.12
($5,088.411)

$4,938.03
($5,621.781)

$5,658.21
($3,846.735)

$5,215.39
($5,755.064)

$5,769.21
($5,114.453)

$26,619.43
($22,558.051)

$25,203.42
($24,382.201)

$24,411.92
($14,299.422)

$23,114.49
($22,599,781)

$24,542.87
($18,891.325)
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Figure 3 Stacked Bar Plot of Average Costs by Fiscal Year

4.1.2 Baseline Characteristics,
Most CABG patients at the LHSC were male (79%) and had an average age of 66.4 years
(standard deviation: 9.45 years). Additionally, a large proportion of these patients
suffered from obesity (41.7%), ischemic heart disease (42.4%), hypertension (85.8%),
hyperlipidemia (81.5%), and diabetes (40.6%). Of the patients who underwent elective
CABG without concomitant valve procedure, 15.1% suffered from chronic obstructive
pulmonary disease and 13.1% suffered from peripheral vascular disease. A full list of
summary statistics for baseline characteristics is tabulated in Table 2.
Table 2: Baseline Characteristics of CABG Patients
Patient Demographics
Age (years), mean (SD)
Sex, n (%)

Male

N = 3,335
66.4 (9.45)
2,634 (79.0)

Socio-economic Variables
Instability, n (%)

Material Deprivation, n (%)
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1
2
3
4
5
NA
1
2
3
4
5

791 (23.7)
593 (17.8)
880 (26.4)
594 (17.8)
458 (13.7)
19 (0.6)
314 (9.4)
809 (24.3)
619 (18.6)
604 (18.1)
970 (29.1)

Dependency, n (%)

Ethnic Concentration, n (%)

Pre-operative Patient Characteristics
Canadian Cardiovascular Society Grading of Angina Pectoris, n
(%)

New York Heart Association Classification of Heart Failure, n
(%)

Had Previous CABG, n (%)
Has Obesity, n (%)
Has Ischemic Heart Disease, n (%)
Has Hypertension, n (%)
Has Hyperlipidemia, n (%)
Has History of Heart Failure, n (%)
Has Diabetes, n (%)
Has Cerebrovascular Disease, n (%)
Has Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease, n (%)
Has History of Dialysis, n (%)
Has History of Cancer, n (%)
Has Dementia, n (%)
Has Peripheral Vascular Disease, n (%)

NA
1
2
3
4
5
NA
1
2
3
4
5
NA
No Angina
1
2
3
4
NA
No
Classification
1
2
3
4
NA
Yes
NA
Yes
NA
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

19 (0.6)
19 (0.6)
469 (14.1)
702 (21.0)
1,564 (46.9)
562 (16.9)
19 (0.6)
1,112 (33.3)
1,056 (31.7)
568 (17.0)
475 (14.2)
105 (3.1)
19 (0.6)
179 (5.4)
254 (7.6)
767 (23.0)
687 (20.6)
1,411 (42.3)
37 (1.1)
1,450 (43.5)
1,060 (31.8)
458 (13.7)
276 (8.3)
52 (1.6)
39 (1.2)
35 (1.0)
73 (2.2)
1,390 (41.7)
18 (0.5)
1,413 (42.4)
2,862 (85.8)
2,718 (81.5)
261 (7.8)
1,355 (40.6)
366 (11.0)
503 (15.1)
111 (3.3)
43 (1.3)
32 (1.0)
437 (13.1)

4.1.3 Peri-operative and Post-operative Factors
Most CABG procedures at the LHSC were performed on-pump (91.2%) with about a
quarter of all procedures requiring blood product transfusion (27.8%). Of all CABG
patients, 22% received an albumin transfusion. The duration of procedures was on
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average 296 minutes (4.9 hours) and patients had an average length of stay of 9.4 days.
Most patients were discharged to their private homes with or without additional support
(93.9%). Summary statistics for peri-operative and post-operative factors are tabulated in
Table 3.
Table 3: Peri-operative and Post-operative Factors
Peri-operative Factors
Use of Heart-Lung Machine, n (%)
Use of Surgical Robot, n (%)
Use of Extracorporeal Membrane Oxygenation, n
(%)
Received Blood Product Transfusion,
n (%)
Received Albumin Transfusion, n (%)
Had Minor Complications, n (%)
Had Moderate Complications, n (%)
Had Major Complications, n (%)
Procedure Duration (minutes), mean (SD)
Pump Time (minutes), mean (SD)
Post-operative Factors
Length of Stay (days), mean (SD)
Return to Operating Room, n (%)
Need for More than One Special Care Unit, n (%)
Discharge Disposition, n (%)

N = 3,335
3,040 (91.2)
148 (4.4)
3 (0.1)
926 (27.8)

Home
Died
Left Against Medical
Advice
Transfer to Other
Facility or Department

733 (22.0)
529 (15.9)
683 (20.5)
134 (4.0)
296.1 (61.98)
76.8 (38.85)
N = 3,335
9.4 (7.52)
71 (2.1)
552 (16.5)
3,131 (93.9)
39 (1.2)
5 (0.1)
160 (4.8)

4.2 Model Selection by Cross Validation
10-fold cross validation using the mean relative squared error as the cost function was
used to choose the most appropriate distribution and link function to use to model total
cost of CABG. A total of eight models with different distribution and link functions were
considered adjusting for the following variables: age, sex, instability quintile, deprivation
quintile, dependency quintile, ethnic concentration quintile, diabetes, hypertension,
hyperlipidemia, peripheral vascular disease, cerebrovascular disease, chronic obstructive
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pulmonary disease, ischemic heart disease, heart failure, obesity, CCS class, total cost,
and fiscal year. Certain variables, such as cancer or dementia, were omitted due to having
factor classes that accounted for less than 5% of cases. Poisson, Overdispersed Poisson,
Gamma, and Negative Binomial families were considered. The log and identity links
were the only link functions considered. The mean relative squared error and the adjusted
mean relative squared error was tabulated for each model (Table 4). Adjustment was
made to account for bias introduced by not performing leave-one-out cross validation.77
The distribution families that had the lowest mean relative squared error were the Gamma
and Negative Binomial families. The identity-link was consistently better than the loglink. Overall, the Negative Binomial GLM with Identity-link had the lowest MRSE
(unadjusted: 4,287.966, adjusted: 4,282.448). However, this type of GLM is not often
used in the literature. The Gamma GLM is more widely used in cost regression and the
error terms were close in magnitude to the negative binomial GLMs. Due to this
familiarity and small difference in precision, the Gamma GLM with identity-link was
used for descriptive and predictive analyses.
Table 4: Cross-validation Errors by Family and Link Function
Poisson with Log-Link
Poisson with Identity-Link
Overdispersed Poisson with
Log-Link
Overdispersed Poisson with
Identity-Link
Gamma with Log-Link
Gamma with Identity-Link
Negative Binomial with
Log-Link
Negative Binomial with
Identity-Link

MRSE
4,496.294
4,404.463

Adjusted MRSE
4,475.001
4,396.197

4,399.276

4,385.982

4,381.598

4,374.961

4,336.423
4,292.067

4,327.780
4,286.107

4,299.487

4,295.185

4,287.966

4,282.448
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4.3 Univariate Generalized Linear Models
Each variable was entered into a univariate GLM regression, with gamma distribution
and identity link, with total cost as the outcome. A full list of coefficients is presented in
Table 5 – β0 refers to the intercept term, and β1 refers to the variable coefficient.
Coefficients were considered to be statistically significant if the p-value was less than the
confidence level of 0.05. Statistical significance is denoted by an asterisk (*). According
to the univariate generalized linear models, several baseline characteristics were found to
be associated with significant increase or decrease of total procedure costs. Age was
associated with increase in total costs (β = $196.68 ($130.980 to $261.069), p-value
<0.0001). It was also found that total costs were lower for Male patients than Female
patients (βMale = -$2,632.20 (-$4,525.166 to -$846.739), p-value = 0.005). Material
deprivation and ethnic concentration largely showed no significant association with total
cost. However, patients living within forward sortation areas that pertained to higher
instability had significantly higher total costs. On the other hand, higher dependency was
associated with lower cost. Several co-morbid conditions were significantly associated
with higher CABG costs. Ischemic heart disease, hypertension, history of heart failure,
diabetes, cerebrovascular disease, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, history of
cancer, dementia, and history of dialysis were all associated with higher CABG costs.
Particularly, the average costs of CABG patients who suffered from dementia were
$44,322.50 (95% confidence interval: $28,244.140 to $67,667.840) higher than the
average costs of patients who did not suffer from dementia. Additionally, the total costs
for patients who suffered from severe angina according to CCS class (grade IV) were far
greater than patients who did not suffer from angina (grade 0). Patients with a higher
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classification of heart failure (New York Heart Association grades 3 and 4) had higher
costs on average than patients where no classification was assigned.
Of the peri-operative and post-operative factors, use of the heart-lung machine and
leaving against medical advice was not significantly associated with CABG costs. The
average cost of robotic CABG procedures was lower than regular CABG (βRobotic = $6,452.30 (-$8,852.691 to -$3,643.508), p-value = <0.0001). The other peri-operative and
post-operative variables were associated with increases in cost. In particular, the average
cost for cases that required the use of extracorporeal membrane oxygenation (ECMO)
was much greater than procedures that did not use ECMO (βECMO = $212,971.00
($85,784.070 to $647,980.090), p-value = 0.0478). Peri-operative and post-operative
complications were also associated with significantly higher total costs. Procedures with
at least one major complication had average total costs that were $37,945.10 (95%
confidence interval: $31,468.260 to $45,472.540) higher than those that had not had a
major complication. Cases that required a return to the operating room had average costs
that were $47,379.20 (95% confidence interval: $36,477.850 to $61,063.230) higher than
those that did not require any return to the operating room. Discharge disposition also had
a significant association with cost. In particular, cases where the patient died had an
average total cost that was $68,389.90 ($53,017.007 to $88,213.450) higher than patients
who were discharged to their homes.
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Table 5: Coefficients of Univariate Generalized Linear Models of Factors on Total Cost
β0 (95% CI)

β1 (95% CI)

p-value

Male

24,764.62 (24,085.655 to 25,469.455)
26,855.00 (25,256.891 to 28,590.868)

196.68 (130.980 to 261.069)
-2,632.20 (-4,525.166 to -846.739)

<0.0001*
0.0050*

1
2
3
4
5
1
2
3
4
5
1
2
3
4
5
1
2
3
4
5

23,872.40 (22,625.563 to 25,212.596)
23,872.40 (22,625.563 to 25,212.596)
23,872.40 (22,625.563 to 25,212.596)
23,872.40 (22,625.563 to 25,212.596)
23,733.90 (22,231.236 to 25,375.108)
23,733.90 (22,231.236 to 25,375.108)
23,733.90 (22,231.236 to 25,375.108)
23,733.90 (22,231.236 to 25,375.108)
27,375.30 (25,787.663 to 29,096.004)
27,375.30 (25,787.663 to 29,096.004)
27,375.30 (25,787.663 to 29,096.004)
27,375.30 (25,787.663 to 29,096.004)
26,164.65 (24,466.837 to 28,023.290)
26,164.65 (24,466.837 to 28,023.290)
26,164.65 (24,466.837 to 28,023.290)
26,164.65 (24,466.837 to 28,023.290)

-298.40 (-2,163.930 to 1,575.933)
523.40 (-1,520.534 to 2,616.969)
3,367.90 (1,186.854 to 5,621.351)
2,132.70 (-160.867 to 4,534.015)
1,670.90 (-1,093.596 to 4,595.991)
1,261.40 (-889.582 to 3,388.593)
1,530.20 (-774.952 to 3,852.406)
1,072.80 (-997.939 to 3,099.659)
-1,789.10 (-9,490.579 to 10,552.109)
-2,802.20 (-5,244.940 to -321.582)
-3,255.50 (-5,219.937 to -1,376.170)
-3,786.10 (-6,086.196 to -1,485.828)
-1,623.84 (-3,809.365 to 474.521)
-2,226.00 (-4,411.879 to -126.557)
-63.17 (-2,681.935 to 2,586.085)
-3,479.77 (-7,226.783 to 845.346)

0.7540
0.6192
0.0029*
0.0743
0.2480
0.2470
0.1940
0.3040
0.7146
0.0253*
0.0009*
0.0012*
0.1365
0.0414*
0.9624
0.0879

0

-

-

-

1
2
3
4
0
1

21,467.53 (19,236.892 to 24,057.401)
21,467.53 (19,236.892 to 24,057.401)
21,467.53 (19,236.892 to 24,057.401)
21,467.53 (19,236.892 to 24,057.401)
24,276.60 (23,327.695 to 25,277.761)

-866.64 (-4,029.552 to 2,173.994)
-1,159.15 (-3,952.348 to 1,350.768)
-25.41 (-2,865.515 to 2,549.042)
8,033.67 (5,210.320 to 10,579.362)
-1,419.40 (-2,863.971 to 38.545)

0.581
0.389
0.985
<0.0001*
0.0551

Patient Demographics
Age
Sex
Socio-economic Status Variables
Instability

Material Deprivation

Dependency

Ethnic Concentration

Pre-operative Characteristics
CCS Classification of
Angina Pectoris

NYHA Classification of Heart Failure
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2
3
4
Previous Coronary Artery Bypass Graft
Obesity
Ischemic Heart Disease
Hypertension
Hyperlipidemia
History of Heart Failure
Diabetes
Cerebrovascular Disease
Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease
History of Cancer
Dementia
History of Dialysis
Peripheral Vascular Disease
Peri-operative Factors
Use of Heart-Lung Machine
Use of Surgical Robot
Use of Extracorporeal Membrane
Oxygenation
Blood Product Transfusion
Albumin Transfusion
Had Minor Complication
Had Moderate Complication
Had Major Complication
Procedure Duration
Post-operative Factors
Length of Stay
Return to Operating Room
Use of More than One Special Care Unit
Discharge Disposition

24,276.60 (23,327.695 to 25,277.761)
24,276.60 (23,327.695 to 25,277.761)
24,276.60 (23,327.695 to 25,277.761)
24,495.00 (23,811.929 to 25,204.400)
24,503.10 (23,607.302 to 25.444.926)
21,358.90 (20,638.109 to 22,124.719)
22,465.20 (20,866.540 to 24,231.347)
25,944.10 (24,297.606 to 27,742.875)
22,877.30 (22,359.520 to 23,411.270)
23,804.90 (22,952.700 to 24,699.810)
23,858.50 (23,189.549 to 24,553.410)
24,043.20 (23,3334.729 to 24,780.621)
24,626.60 (23,935.437 to 25,344.730)
24,351.50 (23,695.080 to 25.032.410)
24,044.40 (23,446.350 to 24,663.000)
23,970.70 (23,265.263 to 24,705.012)

411.10 (-1,549.509 to 2,488.490)
4,517.20 (1,825.511 to 7.489.687)
19,576.40 (11,390.784 to 30,391.588)
7,468.40 (89.715 to 18,064.210)
544.70 (-883.977 to 1,993.142)
8,063.30 (6,665.733 to 9,498.333)
2,693.40 (777.713 to 4,475.446)
-1,432.90 (-3,383.231 to 396.237)
24,276.40 (20,703.09 to 28,233.660)
2,392.50 (951.940 to 3,861.640)
8,369.00 (5,784.618 to 11,218.830)
4,864.60 (2,761.041 to 7,139.997)
11,638.70 (3,856.404 to 22,485.320)
44,322.50 (28,244.140 to 67,667.840)
22,006.90 (16,225.150 to 28,926.430)
6,152.40 (3,817.503 to 8,704.445)

0.6892
0.0017*
<0.0001*
0.0944
0.458
<0.0001*
0.0042*
0.1370
<0.0001*
0.0013*
<0.0001*
<0.0001*
0.0123*
<0.0001*
<0.0001*
<0.0001*

23,541.00 (21,411.442 to 25,962.964)
25,062.90 (24, 355.534 to 25,797.972)

0.2660
<0.0001*

20,873.70 (20,340.940 to 21,425.200)
21,552.60 (21,024.640 to 22,098.430)
21,561.50 (21,109.850 to 22,026.230)
21,322.80 (20,847.210 to 21,812.990)
23,252.50 (22,720.650 to 23,801.050)
24,732.90 (24,040.073 to 25,453.015)

1,356.00 (-1,171.347 to 3,621.623)
-6,452.30 (-8,852.691 to -3,643.508)
212,971.00 (85,784.070 to
647,980.090)
14,045.70 (12,520.430 to 15,640.460)
14,653.10 (12,918.550 to 16,482.780)
20,275.20 (18,238.570 to 22,438.750)
16,869.70 (15,143.450 to 18,688.990)
37,945.10 (31,468.260 to 45,472.540)
62.926 (50.237 to 75.786)

24,317.16 (24,104.422 to 24,532.633)
23,768.30 (23,179.670 to 24,377.020)
21,547.40 (21,017.950 to 22,094.830)
22,758.60 (22,281.664 to 23,249.340)

1,773.73 (1,726.978 to 1,820.992)
47,379.20 (36,477.850 to 61,063.230)
19,515.90 (17,228.500 to 21,965.990)
68,389.90 (53,017.007 to 88,213.450)

<0.0001*
<0.0001*
<0.0001*
<0.0001*

22,758.60 (22,281.664 to 23,249.340)

8,517.20 (-3,574.994 to 33,309.440)

0.316

22,758.60 (22,281.664 to 23,249.340)

25,139.40 (20,874.419 to 29,964.460)

<0.0001*

24,585.00 (23,941.950 to 25,251.590)

Home
Died
Left Against
Medical Advice
Transfer
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0.0478*
<0.0001*
<0.0001*
<0.0001*
<0.0001*
<0.0001*
<0.0001*

4.4 Comparison of Descriptive Models
4.4.1 Descriptive Model Results
Using a multiple variable GLM regression model, with gamma distribution and identity
link, we tested five descriptive models with total cost as the outcome. Model 1 only
considered basic patient demographic information as well as pre-operative patient
characteristics, such as co-morbid conditions. A female patient who had their procedure
performed in the 2015 fiscal year of average age, who had no co-morbidities present
upon admission, who did not suffer from angina (CCS class 0) nor was assigned a NYHA
classification of heart failure, who had not had a previous CABG procedure had an
average cost of $19,608.30 (95% confidence interval: $17,237.611 to $22,089.309).
Diabetes, hypertension, and hyperlipidemia did not have a statistically significant impact
on total cost. CCS class 1 to 3, NYHA class 1 and 2, and having had the procedure in
2016, 2017, and 2019 were also found not to have a statistically significant impact on
total cost. Holding all other factors equal, having the procedure in 2018 was found to be
associated with a decrease in costs of $2,072.37 (95% confidence interval: $-3,353.230 to
$-804.680) compared to having had the procedure in 2015. Compared to female patients,
male patients had costs that were $1,072.64 (95% confidence interval; $-2,144.458 to $41.669) greater. With the exception of diabetes, hypertension, and hyperlipidemia, the
presence of co-morbid conditions upon admission were associated with an increase in
total procedure costs. In particular, having a history of heart failure was associated with
an increase in costs of $16,301.15 ($13,512.115 to $19,326.655) compared to not having
a history of heart failure. Having had dementia upon admission was associated with an
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increase in costs of $33,323.99 ($22,762.827 to $46,840.094). A full list of model
coefficients for model 1 are tabulated in Table 6a.
Table 6a: Table of Results for Descriptive Models (Model 1)

Intercept
Age
Sex
Diabetes
Hypertension
Hyperlipidemia
Peripheral Vascular Disease
Cerebrovascular Disease
Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease
History of Cancer
Dementia
History of Dialysis
Ischemic Heart Disease
Heart Failure
Obesity
CCS Class

NYHA

Previous CABG
Fiscal Year

0
1
2
3
4
0
1
2
3
4
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019

Model 1
β (95% CI)
19,608.30 (17,237.611 to 22,089.309)
127.14 (85.748 to 168.104)
-1,072.64 (-2,144.458 to -41.669)
342.47 (-508.383 to 1,202.025)
543.37 (-637.878 to 1,676.837)
-831.20 (-2,000.761 to 293.470)
1,722.68 (398.189 to 3,125.786)
2,457.99 (968.044 to 4,048.218)
1,413.79 (234.043 to 2,655.730)
9,394.17 (4,565.455 to 15,391.238)
33,323.99 (22,762.827 to 46,840.094)
9,915.05 (6,383.668 to 13,981.583)
2,749.84 (1,641.579 to 3,857.417)
16,301.15 (13,512.115 to 19,326.655)
858.86 (26.706 to 1,697.657)
67.57 (-1,975.325 to 2,057.275)
-11.46 (-1,799.146 to 1,647.664)
-12.21 (-1,829.543 to 1,684.561)
4,602.98 (2,662.554 to 6,440.162)
-226.63 (-1,122.564 to 674.263)
-41.55 (-1,245.140 to 1,208.923)
2,127.06 (483.602 to 3,883.691)
7,776.17 (2,806.539 to 13,853.836)
4,750.63 (471.288 to 10,197.787)
-580.86 (-1,890.230 to 719.545)
-817.47 (-2,099.074 to 451.140)
-2,072.37 (-3,353.230 to -804.680)
-259.75 (-1,600.885 to 1,076.835)

p-value
<0.0001*
<0.0001*
0.0433*
0.4334
0.3597
0.1561
0.0132*
0.0016*
0.0200*
0.0006*
<0.0001*
<0.0001*
<0.0001*
<0.0001*
0.0431*
0.9481
0.9898
0.9893
<0.0001*
0.6222
0.9474
0.0133*
0.0038*
0.0501*
0.3820
0.2091
0.0014*
0.7037

*: statistically significant

Inclusion of ecological socio-economic factors status (model 2), only affected the
variance associated with the impact of patient sex on total costs. Patients from forward
sortation areas in the median instability quintile (quintile 3) had costs that were not
statistically significantly different than patients from lower instability quintiles (1 or 2).
However, higher instability quintiles were associated with increased costs compared to
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the median quintile of $1,601.09 (95% confidence interval: $244.451 to $2,978.812) and
$2,226.72 (95% confidence interval: $615.014 to $3,850.156) for quintiles 4 and 5
respectively. Material deprivation was not statistically significantly associated with costs.
Dependency quintile 4 was the only one that was found to have costs that were
statistically significantly different than quintile 3 being lower by $1,230.47 (95%
confidence interval: $-2,390.982 to $-96.139). Quintile 5 was found to have costs that
were $1,000.39 (95% confidence interval: $-2,360.318 to $363.303) lower holding all
other variables constant. All ethnic concentration quintiles were found not to be
statistically significantly different to quintile 3. However, ethnic concentration quintile 5
compared to the median quintile was $2,195.43 (95% confidence interval: $-4,545.145 to
$350.808) lower. The impacts of other variables on cost remained the same compared to
model 1.
Model 3 includes peri-operative variables such as procedure duration and complication in
addition to baseline demographics, pre-operative characteristics, and socio-economic
factors. Patient sex, presence of peripheral vascular disease, cerebrovascular disease, and
obesity upon admission were no longer found to have a statistically significant impact on
cost following addition of peri-operative variables. Having had a previous CABG
procedure was also not statistically significant but the sign of the coefficient was now
negative. Having had a previous CABG procedure was now associated with lower costs
of $2,779.74 ($-5,524.904 to $520.125). All peri-operative variables were statistically
significant. Both use of the heart-lung machine and robotic surgery were found to be
associated with lower costs of $1,413.15 (95% confidence interval: $-2,764.824 to $142.769) and $2,178.09 (95% confidence interval: $-3,828.854 to $-521.718)
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respectively. All other variables were associated with an increase in costs. In particular,
having had a major complication during the procedure associated with an increase in
costs of $14,456.77 (95% confidence interval: $11,134.313 to $18,103.230) holding all
other variables constant. Extracorporeal membrane oxygenation was associated with an
immense increase in costs of $174,633.38 ($96,670.425 to $313,589.969). Interestingly,
the impact of fiscal year on costs became statistically significant. A full list of
coefficients for model 2 and model 3 can be found in Table 6b.
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Table 6b: Table of Results for Descriptive Models (Model 2 and 3)

Intercept
Age
Sex
Instability

Material
Deprivation

Dependency

Ethnic Concentration

Diabetes
Hypertension
Hyperlipidemia
Peripheral Vascular Disease
Cerebrovascular Disease
Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease
History of Cancer
Dementia

1
2
3
4
5

Model 2
β (95% CI)
19,211.83 (16,272.227 to 22,240.517)
129.57 (87.940 to 170.780)
-1,017.82 (-2,075.600 to 0.415)
-203.62 (-1,599.301 to 1,199.798)
890.31 (-645.052 to 2,443.659
1,601.09 (244.451 to 2,978.812)
2,226.72 (615.014 to 3,850.156)

p-value
<0.0001*
<0.0001*
0.0521
0.7745
0.2573
0.0205*
0.0067*

Model 3
β (95% CI)
18,847.51 (16,437.298 to 21,318.452)
61.29 (30.180 to 92.231)
-111.46 (-848.415 to 60.436)
-284.03 (-1,270.709 to 706.081)
317.07 (-765.813 to 1,408.479)
665.91 (-274.347 to 1,615.782)
1,199.07 (61.802 to 2,343.239)

p-value
<0.0001*
0.0002*
0.7644
0.5744
0.5701
0.1681
0.0389*

1

765.58 (-1,050.922 to 2,622.990)

0.4107

1,066.05 (-219.857 to 2,375.010)

0.1072

2
3
4
5
1
2
3
4
5
1
2
3
4
5

135.96 (-1,210.084 to 1,467.084)
730.60 (-687.629 to 2,156.684)
-406.05 (-1,920.628 to 1,082.983)
2,687.93 (-2,389.925 to 9,392.571)
-441.24 (-1,931.415 to 1,063.644)
-1,230.47 (-2,390.982 to -96.139)
-1,000.39 (-2,360.318 to 363.303)
502.64 (-943.111 to 1,928.465)
-394.34 (-1,666.898 to 855.025)
446.62 (-1,026.077 to 1,936.982)
-2,195.43 (-4,545.145 to 350.808)
439.87 (-400.960 to 1,289.075)
537.87 (-624.689 to 1,654.479)
-750.39 (-1,902.756 to 358.896)
1,622.35 (310.718 to 3,009.566)
2,399.55 (928.271 to 3,967.287)
1,452.62 (286.765 to 2,678.178)
9,418.35 (4,643.156 to 15,323.969)
33,363.35 (22,959.865 to 46,627.701)

0.8433
0.3177
0.5968
0.3478
0.5647
0.0352*
0.1522
0.4935
0.5465
0.5503
0.0802
0.3078
0.3571
0.1929
0.0180*
0.0017*
0.0154*
0.0005*
<0.0001*

572.12 (-373.081 to 1,509.513)
973.53 (-35.887 to 1,986.515)
241.14 (-813.618 to 1,280.791)
865.47 (-2,770.277 to 5,378.328)
-141.21 (1,198.780 to 925.224)
-834.52 (-1,643.100 to -39.812)
-683.67 (-1,649.439 to 284.802)
322.30 (-701.876 to 1,335.627)
-424.04 (-1,325.094 to 464.546)
411.68 (-634.263 to 1,466.696)
-1,881.44 (-3,563.762 to -93.573)
275.72 (-317.517 to 873.420)
580.50 (-252.262 to 1,388.011)
-556.61 (-1,374.942 to 238.400)
468.54 (-441.220 to 1,416.903)
660.10 (-355.475 to 1,726.217)
633.58 (-176.235 to 1,474.378)
5,267.03 (1,945.033 to 9,184.352)
19,225.84 (11,446.148 to 28,544.750)

0.2396
0.0600
0.6540
0.6665
0.7952
0.0416*
0.1673
0.5363
0.3612
0.4402
0.0349*
0.3662
0.1656
0.1750
0.3178
0.2100
0.1294
0.0028*
<0.0001*
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History of Dialysis
Ischemic Heart Disease
Heart Failure
Obesity
CCS Class

NYHA

Previous CABG
Had Minor Complications
Had Moderate Complications
Had Major Complications
Use of Heart-Lung Machine
ECMO
Robotic
Procedure Duration
Blood Product Transfusion
Albumin Transfusion
Fiscal Year

0
1
2
3
4
0
1
2
3
4

2015
2016
2017
2018
2019

9,776.44 (6,305.666 to 13,764.980)
2,609.31 (1,534.228 to 3,701.803)
15,922.11 (13,179.723 to 18,891.358)
841.95 (20.969 to 1,669.148)
305.98 (-1,712.259 to 2,272.876)
187.80 (-1,576.476 to 1,828.285)
197.35 (-1,595.756 to 6,548.296)
4,745.61 (2,841.680 to 6,548.296)
-214.13 (-1,096.637 to 673.078)
-38.74 (-1,225.614 to 1,193.316)
1,981.98 (359.605 to 3,713.471)
8,037.58 (3,093.530 to 14,058.537)
5,156.71 (925.210 to 10,515.155)
-525.95 (-1,814.318 to 753.389)
-624.07 (-1,891.912 to 631.181)
-1,927.23 (-3,192.100 to -675.055)
-134.66 (-1,459.593 to 1,185.950)

*: statistically significant
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<0.0001*
<0.0001*
<0.0001*
0.0448*
0.7651
0.8310
0.8255
<0.0001*
0.6373
0.9503
0.0191*
0.0026*
0.0310*
0.4215
0.3324
0.0027*
0.8419

5,024.31 (2,769.312 to 7,533.270)
2,134.80 (1,369.775 to 2,909.656)
7,552.22 (5,753.856 to 9,467.625)
185.15 (-400.510 to 774.115)
-155.18 (-1,573.516 to 1,235.290)
-28.21 (-1,268.253 to 1,145.494)
50.35 (-1,208.811 to 1,247.179)
3,774.67 (2,432.085 to 5,063.125)
139.71 (-489.473 to 771.047)
85.19 (-760.335 to 954.165)
614.76 (-501.636 to 1,785.677)
5,426.69 (1,961.613 to 9,440.372)
-2,779.74 (-5,524.904 to 520.125)
5,564.62 (4,312.991 to 6,867.602)
4,177.08 (3,186.250 to 5,205.751)
14,456.77 (11,134.313 to 18,103.230)
-1,413.15 (-2,764.824 to -142.769)
174,633.38 (96,670.425 to 313,589.969)
-2,178.09 (-3,828.854 to -521.718)
34.11 (27.894 to 40.370)
2,241.55 (1,374.909 to 3,130.610)
2,980.29 (2,057.502 to 3,933.568)
-942.70 (-1,858.706 to -32.309)
-1,158.19 (-2,058.014 to -265.535)
-2,573.53 (-3,472.041 to -265.535)
-977.44 (-1,922.053 to -35.490)

<0.0001*
<0.0001*
<0.0001*
0.5376
0.8300
0.9639
0.9366
<0.0001*
0.6664
0.8467
0.2883
0.0023*
0.0710
<0.0001*
<0.0001*
<0.0001*
0.0301*
0.0007*
0.0087*
<0.0001*
<0.0001*
<0.0001*
0.0433*
0.0116*
<0.0001*
0.0431*

In addition to previous variables, model 4 included post-operative variables such as
length of stay and discharge disposition. History of cancer, having had a moderate
complication, and use of the heart-lung machine were found to no longer be statistically
significant. The impact of dementia on total costs was much smaller than in model 3
increasing costs by $3,246.92 (95% confidence interval: $627.192 to $6,149.922).
Interestingly, there were several variables where the sign of the coefficient flipped
compared to model 3. The coefficients for age, ischemic heart disease, and CCS class 4
compared to CCS class 0 all changed from positive to negative. Due to the complexity of
the relationships between each variable, further investigation is required to uncover the
reasons for these changes. All of the post-operative variables were found to have a
statistically significant impact on cost except patients who left against medical advice
(LAMA). Post-operative variables were associated with significant increase in costs.
Each additional day above the average length of stay added $1,467.82 (95% confidence
interval: $1,419.350 to $1,516.651) to the total procedure cost. Return to the operating
room and having to use more than one special care unit added $4,270.05 (95%
confidence interval: $3,875.210 to $7,797.788) and $5,768.44 (95% confidence interval:
$3,730.316 to $4,818.374) to the total cost. Patient death added $19,027.38 (95%
confidence interval: $15,539.608 to $22,780.239) to total cost compared to those who
were discharged to their home with or without supportive care, holding all other variables
constant. Model 5 includes an additional interaction term between length of stay and a
long stay indicator. This interaction was statistically significant and added $590.08 (95%
confidence interval: $488.838 to $691.539) per diem compared to patients that were not
considered to be long stay. Full coefficients for model 4 and 5 are listed in Table 6c.
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Table 6c: Table of Results for Descriptive Models (Models 4-5)

Intercept
Age
Sex
Instability

Material
Deprivation

Dependency

Ethnic Concentration

Diabetes
Hypertension
Hyperlipidemia
Peripheral Vascular Disease
Cerebrovascular Disease
Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary
Disease
History of Cancer
Dementia
History of Dialysis

1
2
3
4
5

Model 4
β (95% CI)
23,654.90 (22,581.456 to 24,739.248)
-17.57 (-31.688 to -3.472)
227.60 (-88.037 to 539.373)
44.51 (-386.164 to 475.930)
-101.02 (-572.144 to 371.709)
243.84 (-167.740 to 657.359)
214.02 (-277.208 to 706.511)

p-value
<0.0001*
0.0153*
0.1574
0.8402
0.6769
0.2486
0.3947

Model 5
β (95% CI)
22,288.74 (21,223.816 to 23,363.283)
-8.82 (-22.552 to 4.891)
162.44 (-143.333 to 464.631)
38.83 (-379.207 to 457.468)
-80.06 (-536.358 to 377.753)
210.68 (-188.796 to 611.903)
172.40 (-304.647 to 650.594)

p-value
<0.0001*
0.2100
0.2970
0.8558
0.7327
0.3031
0.4789

1

282.39 (-277.632 to 846.684)

0.3268

221.95 (-321.158 to 768.999)

0.4258

2
3
4
5
1
2
3
4
5
1
2
3
4
5

213.04 (-203.177 to 627.744)
413.87 (-26.565 to 854.920)
326.01 (-136.827 to 785.715)
269.25 (-1,347.796 to 2,058.286)
2.75 (-457.554 to 464.904)
97.03 (-253.453 to 444.944)
178.04 (-246.143 to 602.952)
102.44 (-342.392 to 545.144)
73.25 (-327.00 to 471.343)
-29.26 (-477.633 to 420.811)
-321.84 (-1,080.246 to 458.141)
3.22 (-257.396 to 264.778)
298.29 (-65.908 to 657.341)
-46.52 (-399.728 to 301.991)
94.29 (-297.922 to 493.976)
-161.78 (-591.139 to 277.216)

0.3187
0.0660
0.1655
0.7539
0.9908
0.5865
0.4113
0.6519
0.7206
0.8988
0.4126
0.9808
0.1053
0.7947
0.6396
0.4662

251.29 (-152.412 to 653.588)
498.03 (70.395 to 926.243)
387.85 (-61.093 to 833.895)
128.49 (-1428.844 to 1845.134)
-0.82 (-448.248 to 448.323)
99.17 (-240.791 to 436.758)
205.17 (-206.379 to 617.403)
95.37 (-335.689 to 524.443)
49.54 (-338.512 to 435.569)
-18.74 (-453.279 to 417.349)
-372.65 (-1,107.426 to 382.153)
40.80 (-212.036 to 294.508)
301.36 (-51.812 to 649.753)
-83.95 (-426.562 to 254.297)
81.77 (-297.845 to 468.246)
-172.22 (-587.626 to 252.063)

0.2244
0.0224*
0.0884
0.8764
0.9972
0.5657
0.3280
0.6642
0.8026
0.9329
0.3264
0.7524
0.0909
0.6276
0.6745
0.4222

250.59 (-102.013 to 609.387)

0.1678

270.00 (-71.440 to 617.156)

0.1243

42.69 (-1,228.906 to 1,425.892)
3,246.92 (627.192 to 6,149.922)
956.51 (123.664 to 1,834.192)

0.9499
0.0133*
0.0247*

77.84 (-1,145.958 to 1,404.808)
2,624.76 (170.450 to 5,334.278)
856.71 (51.998 to 1,702.461)

0.9054
0.0346*
0.0374*
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Ischemic Heart Disease
Heart Failure
Obesity
CCS Class

NYHA

Previous CABG
Had Minor Complications
Had Moderate Complications
Had Major Complications
Use of Heart-Lung Machine
ECMO
Robotic
Procedure Duration
Blood Product Transfusion
Albumin Transfusion
Length of Stay
More than One Special Care Unit
Return to Operating Room
Discharge Disposition

Fiscal Year

Length of Stay:Long Stay Indicator
*: statistically significant

0
1
2
3
4
0
1
2
3
4

Home
Died
LAMA
Transfer
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019

-485.42 (-822.125 to -146.753)
716.51 (75.731 to 1,378.791)
60.04 (-196.215 to 316.999)
-404.15 (-1,031.721 to 217.849)
-445.28 (-990.797 to 86.918)
-456.72 (-1,011.309 to 85.347)
-1,103.42 (-1,706.575 to -510.548)
59.67 (-218.453 to 338.292)
280.20 (-95.099 to 660.087)
150.69 (-328.687 to 640.414)
1,028.52 (-282.398 to 2,442.939)
-753.06 (-2,047.163 to 651.860)
769.38 (291.353 to 1,256.916)
186.82 (-208.644 to 588.853)
3,215.15 (2,004.462 to 4,487.217)
-715.07 (-1,251.384 o -193.127)
92,747.51 (58,196.726 to 138,579.655)
923.32 (230.806 to 1,619.908)
23.21 (20.478 to 25.946)
466.23 (110.333 to 826.126)
1,322.97 (951.349 to 1,700.025)
1,467.82 (1,419.350 to 1,516.651)
4,270.05 (3,730.316 to 4,818.374)
5,768.44 (3,875.210 to 7,797.788)
19,027.38 (15,539.608 to 22,780.239)
-507.22 (-3,933.930 to 3,804.729)
2,067.46 (1,098.224 to 3,076.187)
-1,247.76 (-1,645.260 to -851.599)
-764.30 (-1,159.492 to -370.510)
-1,689.94 (-2,085.426 to -1,295.827)
-572.87 (-98.708 to -160.642)
-
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0.0053*
0.0288*
0.6479
0.2061
0.1065
0.1038
0.0003*
0.6754
0.1476
0.5433
0.1321
0.2713
0.0015*
0.3527
<0.0001*
0.0086*
<0.0001*
0.0098*
<0.0001*
0.0102*
<0.0001*
<0.0001*
<0.0001*
<0.0001*
<0.0001*
0.7953
<0.0001*
<0.0001*
0.0002*
<0.0001*
0.0066*
-

-279.40 (-608.061 to 51.059)
434.83 (-175.734 to 1,064.989)
93.94 (-154.911 to 343.436)
-401.75(-1,011.269 to 202.588)
-463.32 (-922.869 to 53.800)
-449.50 (-987.815 to 77.135)
-691.37 (-1,280.521 to -111.640)
61.77 (-207.883 to 331.903)
281.81 (-82.453 to 650.354)
200.97 (-264.448 to 675.965)
635.36 (-612.706 to 1,978.266)
-812.59 (-2,075.991 to 554.137)
818.70 (363.385 to 1,282.617)
354.39 (-25.558 to 740.142)
3,015.09 (1,874.321 to 4,212.100)
-503.28 (-1,027.604 to 7.615)
83,271.87 (51,034.368 to 125,904.619)
540.37 (-139.664 to 1,223.619)
23.79 (21.148 to 26.451)
523.02 (180.424 to 869.215)
1,309.53 (952.105 to 1,671.925)
1,140.22 (1,067.903 to 1,212.842)
4,290.25 (3,775.565 to 4,812.766)
5,093.33 (3,297.286 to 7,014.798)
17,980.76 (14,675.952 to 21,527.948)
96.54 (-3,206.140 to 4,216.204)
1,942.78 (1,030.502 to 2,891.064)
-1,285.98 (-1,671.608 to -901.610)
-811.08 (-1,194.048 to -429.450)
-1,795.81 (-2,179.961 to -1,412.950)
-687.41 (-1,088.459 to -286.962)
590.08 (488.838 to 691.539)

0.0990
0.1667
0.4606
0.1945
0.0829
0.0982
0.0207*
0.6542
0.1325
0.4023
0.3320
0.2222
0.0004*
0.0681
<0.0001*
0.0572
<0.0001*
0.1212
<0.0001*
0.0028*
<0.0001*
<0.0001*
<0.0001*
<0.0001*
<0.0001*
0.9591
<0.0001*
<0.0001*
<0.0001*
<0.0001*
0.0008*
<0.0001*

4.4.2 Model Diagnostics and Variance Inflation Factor
In order to assess multicollinearity, the variance inflation factor was found for the full
specification of variables and tabulated in Table 7. A variance inflation factor of greater than or
equal to 10 usually indicates problematic multicollinearity.78 The variance inflation factor values
demonstrate no problematic multicollinearity.
The Akaike information criterion (AIC) was found for each model and are tabulated in Table 8.
Models 1 to 3 had comparable AIC values showing only marginal improvement in model fit.
Inclusion of post-operative factors greatly improves model fit. Model 5 did not show any
improvement in model fit.
Table 7: Variance Inflation Factor for Full Model Specification (Model 5)
Age
Sex
Instability
Material Deprivation
Dependency
Ethnic Concentration
Diabetes
Hypertension
Hyperlipidemia
Peripheral Vascular Disease
Cerebrovascular Disease
Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease
History of Cancer
Dementia
History of Dialysis
Ischemic Heart Disease
Heart Failure
Obesity
CCS Class
NYHA
Previous CABG
Had Minor Complications
Had Moderate Complications
Had Major Complications
Use of Heart-Lung Machine
ECMO
Robotic
Procedure Duration
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GVIF
1.23
1.09
4.83
6.27
2.26
2.92
1.14
1.18
1.17
1.10
1.11
1.05
1.02
1.09
1.04
1.78
1.11
1.14
2.24
1.25
1.06
1.19
1.19
1.19
1.96
1.01
1.99
1.22

GVIF-2*Df
1.11
1.04
1.22
1.26
1.11
1.14
1.07
1.09
1.08
1.05
1.06
1.02
1.01
1.04
1.02
1.34
1.05
1.07
1.11
1.03
1.03
1.09
1.09
1.09
1.40
1.00
1.41
1.10

Df
1
1
4
4
4
4
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
4
4
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Blood Product Transfusion
Albumin Transfusion
Length of Stay
More than One Special Care Unit
Return to Operating Room
Discharge Disposition
Fiscal Year
Length of Stay:Long Stay Indicator

1.30
1.16
4.08
1.24
1.08
1.25
1.15
2.73

1.14
1.08
2.02
1.11
1.04
1.04
1.02
1.65

1
1
1
1
1
3
4
1

Table 8: Akaike Information Criterion for Nested Descriptive Models
AIC
67,736.22
67,722.54
66,309.00
62,272.10
62,127.26

Model 1
Model 2
Model 3
Model 4
Model 5

4.5 Mediation Analysis
Baseline demographics, socio-economic variables, pre-operative patient characteristics, perioperative variables, and post-operative factors are related by a complex network of pathways.
Given this, complex causal mediation analyses are required to appropriately understand the
effects of these variables on the cost of CABG procedures. Here we present mediation of the
impact of peri-operative variables and select pre-discharge post-operative variables on total cost
through length of stay. The variables assessed for mediation were use of heart-lung machine,
robotic surgery, blood product transfusion, albumin transfusion, having had minor complications,
having had moderate complications, having had major complications, return to the operating
room, and requiring more than one special care unit. Length of stay was chosen as the mediating
variable due to its strong correlation with total costs. Mediation analysis sheds light on whether
peri-operative and pre-discharge variables increase cost just by increasing length of stay or
induce other costs.
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Robotic surgery decreased length of stay by an average of 1.7 days (95% confidence interval: 2.28 to -1.14 days) resulting in an average mediated effect of $-2,361.80 (95% confidence
interval: $-3,176.220 to $-1,651.900). Robotic surgery has a direct effect of $771.24 (95%
confidence interval: $55.830 to $1,459.300) resulting in a total effect of $-1,590.56 (95%
confidence interval: $-2,615.810 to $-577.720). Blood product transfusion, albumin transfusion,
having minor, moderate, and/or major complications, return to the operating room, and having
required more than one special care unit all increase length of stay and thus have total effects on
cost greater than their respective direct effects. In particular, return to the operating room
increase length of stay by an average of 3.2 days (95% confidence interval: 1.37 to 5.40 days)
which results in an average mediated effect of $4,969.63 (95% confidence interval: $-1,073.56 to
$10,622.640). The direct effect of returning to the operating room on total costs was $6,351.38
(95% confidence interval: $3,878.030 to $8,574.220) resulting in a total effect of $11,321.01
(95% confidence interval: $5,600.481 to $17,028.200). A full list of results can be found in Table
9.
Table 9: Mediation of Select Variables on Total Cost through Length of Stay
ΔLoS (days)
(95% CI)

Average Mediated
Effect ($)
(95% CI)

Use of Heart-Lung
Machine

-0.1 (-0.60 to
0.39)

-137.10 (-820.483 to
496.630)

Use of Surgical Robot

-1.7 (-2.28 to 1.14)*

-2,361.80
(-3,176.220 to 1,651.900)*
1,350.21
(819.101 to
1,802.500)*

Average Direct
Effect ($) (95% CI)

Total Effect ($)
(95% CI)

-613.89
(-1,156.231 to
76.300)

-750.99
(-1,665.646 to
183.220)
-1,590.56
(-2,615.810 to 577.720)*
1,792.21
(1,268.173 to
2,373.380)*
2,220.10
(1,679.380 to
2,691.940)*
3,790.27
(3,039.529 to
4,610.980)*

771.24 (55.830 to
1,459.300)*

Blood Product
Transfusion

1.0 (0.65 to
1.33)*

Albumin Transfusion

0.65 (0.31 to
1.01)*

878.47 (503.922 to
1,295.250)*

1,341.63
(973.746 to
1,682.530)*

Had Minor
Complication

2.2 (1.70 to
2.70)*

3,074.44
(2,463.805 to
3,844.050)*

715.83 (198.770 to
1,260.990)*
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442.00 (134.890 to
782.200)*

Had Moderate
Complication

2.2 (1.81 to
2.64)*

Had Major
Complication

2.0 (0.98 to
3.23)*

Return to Operating
Room

3.2 (1.37 to
5.40)*

More than One Special
Care Unit

2.9 (2.36 to
3.42)*

3,077.98
(2,471.422 to
3,663.470)*
2,780.49
(881.232 to
4,455.450)*
4,969.63
(-1,073.56 to
10,622.640)
4,024.33
(3,313.284 to
4,836.790)*

197.09 (-175.749 to
543.860)
3,095.15
(1,776.882 to
4,862.050)*
6,351.38
(3,878.030 to
8,574.220)*
4,197.96
(3,749.214 to
4,714.940)*

3,275.07
(2,567.465 to
3,990.890)*
5,875.63
(3,525.924 to
8,047.940)*
11,321.01
(5,600.481 to
17,028.200)*
8,222.28
(7,345.040 to
9,269.830)*

*: statistically significant

4.6 Comparison of Estimative Models
The bias and mean relative squared error for each estimative model, as calculated using the
validation data set, is shown in Table 10. Each of the estimative models tended to underestimate
the total cost on average, though by only a marginal amount. Model 4, which used all variables
except an interaction term with a long stay indicator, had the greatest bias while model 2, which
only considered baseline characteristics and socio-economic variables, had the least bias. The
amount of bias presented by each model varies only by a small amount (bias values range from
$-32.23 to $-289.70) thus we conclude that the models are comparable with regards to accuracy.
Model 1 had the highest mean relative squared error while model 5 had the least. Compared to
model 4, model 5 showed marginal improvements in both accuracy and precision. Therefore,
inclusion of all baseline patient characteristic, peri-operative, and post-operative factors as well
as an interaction term between length of stay and a long stay indicator provides the most accurate
and precise estimation of total CABG cost.
Table 10: Bias and Mean Relative Squared Error of Prediction Models
Model 1
Model 2
Model 3
Model 4
Model 5

Bias ($)
-100.07
-32.23
-203.05
-289.70
-120.91
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MRSE
4,681.94
4,652.34
4,101.43
1,430.86
1,269.07

Chapter 5
5 Discussion
5.1 Overview of Results and Implications
The goal of this thesis was to explore the determinants of the cost of CABG procedures at the
LHSC to inform clinical and health policy decision-makers. The determinants of cost are
explored through three main analyses: i) selection of the appropriate statistical model for
regression analysis of total cost, ii) descriptive analysis to identify the factors that are
significantly associated with variation in total cost, with variables categorized into patient sociodemographics, pre-operative patient characteristics, peri-operative factors, and post-operative
factors, and iii) exploring mediation of the impact of peri-operative factors on costs through
length of stay. Estimative models with the aforementioned variable categorization were
developed to facilitate comparison to the funding models that are currently used to inform
reimbursement decisions. These analyses yielded four key findings.
First, relationships between pre-operative patient characteristics, socio-demographic factors,
peri-operative factors, and post-operative factors are quite complex but are important to
investigate to truly understand their impacts on costs. Model 1, which only considered basic
patient demographic information as well as pre-operative patient characteristics, showed that the
presence of co-morbid conditions upon admission apart from diabetes, hypertension and
hyperlipidemia were associated with an increase in total costs. Having had dementia upon
admission was associated with the largest increase in costs of $33,324. These relationships did
not change when adjusting for socio-demographic factors in addition to the baseline patient
characteristics as seen in model 2. Model 3, in which peri-operative variables are considered in
addition to the variables previous models adjust for, shows reduction in the strength of the
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association between baseline characteristics and cost. Several variables are found to no longer be
statistically significant such as peripheral vascular disease and cerebrovascular disease. Other
variables have diminished impact on cost – the largest of which is found with presence of
dementia upon admission ($33,363 in model 2 to $19,226 in model 3; a reduction of $14,137).
These impacts are further reduced when post-operative factors are also adjusted for. For
example, the impact of dementia becomes further reduced to $3,247 (a reduction of $15,979).
This progressive decrease of cost impacts indicates that the relationship of upstream variables
(variables that are determined earlier in a patient stay) have a complex relationship with – and
are mediated by – downstream variables (variables that are determined relatively later in a
patient stay). Baseline characteristics are mediated by both peri-operative and post-operative
factors whereas peri-operative variables are mediated by post-operative factors.
Second, upstream variables are mediated by downstream variables, thus causal mediation
analyses can reveal very important insights for costs. Model 2, which considers ecological socioeconomic demographics in addition to adjustment of baseline patient characteristics, showed that
living in FSA’s that are associated with higher instability quintiles was found to be associated
with higher total costs when compared to living in FSA’s that are associated with the median
quintile. A similar pattern was found for the dependency measure. However, the highest quintile
was not found to be associated with a significant increase in cost compared with the median
quintile. Material deprivation and ethnic concentration measures were found not to have any
statistically significant association with costs. SES factors are no longer significant when perioperative and post-operative factors are added to the regression model. However, this does not
mean that SES does not play a role in costs. Chi-squared tests between the socio-demographic
variables and co-morbid conditions reveals that the association between socio-demographics and
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cost is more complex than the analysis results show (full table of p-values shown in Appendix
E). Mediation analyses of the impact of peri-operative factors on costs through length of stay
provide further evidence that the complexity that belies the relationships between upstream and
downstream variables, and total costs. For example, recall that robotic surgery was associated
with a direct increase in costs of $771 but also a decreased length of stay of 1.7 days (which was
associated with a decrease in costs of $2,361). This has implications that investment in robotic
surgery may be worthwhile due to improvements in recovery time.
Third, HIG methodology which determines reimbursement rates may not capture important
variation in costs. The current reimbursement of CABG procedures at the LHSC are informed by
funding models based on the HIG weight assigned for each case. The HIG methodology takes
into consideration seven factors to calculate the HIG weight: age, flagged intervention (FI),
intervention event (IE), out-of-hospital (OOH) intervention, special care unit (SCU), discharged
to home care, and maternal age ≥ 40. Our best fitting estimative model includes many variables
that are not considered by the HIG methodology including important co-morbidities like
dementia and peri-operative factors such as major complications during surgery. It could be
argued that taking length of stay into consideration may justify not adjusting for these variables.
However, we show that this is not sufficient because these variables have direct impacts on costs
beyond the influence on length of stay.
Finally, the results demonstrate the importance of careful selection of regression models. We
performed model selection with 10-fold cross-validation using the mean relative squared error as
the optimization criterion. We found that no matter the distribution family used, the identity-link
performed better than the log-link in terms of precision. Additionally, the identity-link provides
for much easier interpretation of results because they require no transformation and are additive.
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This is important when discussing results with decision makers. In cost regression analyses in the
published literature, researchers sometimes do not test the fit of GLM models with identity
link.79,80 Our results suggest that the Gamma GLM with identity-link should be considered more
often than it currently is.

5.2 Comparison of Results to Existing Literature
5.2.1 Descriptive Analyses
We found that our cohort of CABG patients at the LHSC was very similar to the patient
populations of other studies looking at the cost or cost-effectiveness of CABG. The proportion of
co-morbidities present upon admission were quite similar. For example, 40.6% of patients had
diabetes upon admission. This was found to be very similar to the proportion of patients with
diabetes upon admission in several other cost or cost-effectiveness analyses of CABG (range:
24.8 – 40%).29,30,81 Thus, the results found here may be quite generalizable to other patient
populations despite the localized data.
There were only two studies that we had identified that analyzed the cost of CABG surgery in
the Canadian context. Naglie et al. performed an analysis of direct CABG costs for a sample of
CABG patients from a tertiary care university-affiliated hospital in Toronto, Ontario, Canada.30
The study sample was limited to patients with triple-vessel or left main coronary artery disease
with no previous history of CABG who underwent CABG surgery without concomitant valve
procedure between April 1st, 1991 and March 31st, 1992. They found that age, complications, and
ejection fraction were statistically significant factors contributing to the direct cost of CABG
surgery.30 In this study, age was dichotomized. Patients were considered ‘older’ if they were
aged 65 years or more, and ‘younger’ otherwise. Complications were dichotomized as ‘yes’ if
there were any complications and ‘no’ otherwise.30 Ejection fraction was dichotomized as
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‘<40%’ if the left ventricular ejection fraction was less than 40% and ‘≥ 40%’ otherwise. Naglie
et al. included several pre-operative patient characteristics such as sex and presence of diabetes,
but did not find these to be statistically significant.30 Our results mostly agree with this study. We
compare results from Model 3, which adjusts for baseline patient characteristics, sociodemographics, and peri-operative variables, because it is most comparable to the risk-adjustment
variables included in the analysis by Naglie et al. Congruent with Naglie et al., we found that
diabetes was not statistically significantly associated with a change in costs. We also found that
complications were associated with increased costs, though we considered minor, moderate, and
major complications separately. We did not include left ventricular ejection fraction because of
its high correlation with CCS class and because it was not collected for only 10% of the study
cohort.
Austin et al. used administrative hospital discharge data from the Calgary Regional Health
Authority.31 The data pertained to patients admitted for CABG surgery at a hospital in Calgary,
Alberta, Canada from June 1994 to March 1998. Patient age and sex were considered as well as
several comorbidities. Austin et al. found several variables to be associated with increased costs
including age, female sex, CVD, and congestive heart failure.31 Since Austin et al. do not
consider any peri- or post-operative factors, we can only compare the results from Model 1,
which included demographics and pre-operative patient characteristics. Contrary to both Naglie
et al. and our results, diabetes mellitus was found to be associated with a decrease in costs.
However, these differences may be due to Austin et al. adjusting for diabetes mellitus and
diabetes with complications separately. There are several other discrepancies between our results
and those presented by Austin et al. For example, Model 1 showed that PVD and COPD were
associated with increased costs. Austin et al. did not find these comorbidities to be statistically
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significant. It is difficult to determine the reason for these discrepancies. The discrepancies may
be due to differences in the study cohort. Our study only considers patients who underwent
elective CABG without concomitant valve surgery whereas Austin et al. considers all CABG
patients.31
5.2.2 Socio-economic Status
We did not find studies related to the relationship between socio-economic status and CABG
costs. However, it is well-known that socio-economic status has a complex relationship with
health status and healthcare costs.57,58,65,68 Roos et al. found that for people in Winnipeg, the
relative affluence of the neighbourhood where a given patient lives is significantly associated
with rates of premature death and total healthcare expenditure.57 Less wealthy neighbourhoods
were associated with 37% more premature deaths and 15% more total expenditures than the
wealthiest neighbourhoods. Similarly, Thavorn et al. found that lower income was associated
with higher healthcare costs.68 Thavorn et al. also found that living in areas of higher deprivation,
instability, ethnic concentration, and/or dependency were associated with higher healthcare costs.
Other studies found that higher SES patients had lower end-of-life expenditures – adjusting for
comorbidities – and higher income and education was associated with lower risk of
cardiovascular death or myocardial infarction.58,65
Our descriptive analyses showed important univariate associations between socio-demographic
variables – instability, material deprivation, dependency, and ethnic concentration – and CABG
costs. These associations diminish when adjusting for other variables indicating the complexity
of these relationships. Due to the potential for ecological fallacy we decided not to conduct
formal mediation analyses for these variables. We acknowledge that the use of ecological
measures of SES introduces a large amount of measurement error and the aggregation of scores
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can hide heterogeneity. However, we do demonstrate that several of the ecological socioeconomic variables are correlated with the presence of some co-morbidities upon admission. For
example, we found that the instability quintile of the forward sortation area where a patient lives
was correlated with ischemic heart disease and history of heart failure (a full list of p-values
shown in Appendix E). Future studies should explore these relationships further with socioeconomic data collected at the patient level with the aim to uncover the complex relationships
between socio-economic status, health status, and CABG costs.
5.2.3 Mediation Analyses
The results of our mediation analysis highlight the complexity of the relationships between
patient characteristics, peri- and post-operative factors, and costs. Of particular interest is the
association of robotic CABG surgery with direct and indirect changes in costs. A study by Leyvi
et al. performed a multivariate logistic regression analysis and found that patients who underwent
robotic CABG had lower rates of post-operative complications and shorter length of stay.82 This
is congruent with what we found in our analyses.

5.3 Strengths and Limitations
There are many strengths to the work that is presented in this thesis. First and foremost, the
analyses incorporate data from several key domains relevant to the study of hospital costs. The
thesis explores methodological considerations in cost analysis, performs causal mediation
analysis to illuminate some of the complexities in the relationships between peri-operative
factors and total costs, and develops models for the estimation of costs in addition to identifying
the main factors that are significantly associated with total costs. However, it is not without its
limitations.
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One limitation of this study is the use of ecological measures for socio-economic status. There
are many problems that arise when using ecological measures to estimate individual level costs.
Although we are very careful with the interpretation of the results, there is always a possibility of
ecological fallacy. For example, an individual may live in a forward sortation area associated
with high material deprivation – which is related to income – but this may not reflect the
deprivation of that individual. To avoid this potential ecological fallacy, it is important to collect
this socio-economic data at the patient level for future work.
A second limitation is that we were unable to explore interaction terms outside of the interaction
between length of stay and long stay indicator. These interaction terms were not included
because they were not within the scope of this thesis study. However, these interaction terms are
quite important to explore to truly understand how and why the various patient characteristics
and in-hospital factors are impacting total cost. Yu et al. showed that SES is an important effect
modifier of the relationship between multimorbidity and healthcare cost. This may be one such
interaction that should be included in future work to account for possible effect modification of
the impact of co-morbid conditions on CABG costs by SES.
The retrospective nature of the study is an additional limitation due to the reliance of secondary
datasets. Variables may be incorrectly specified due to errors of omission (i.e. information was
not recorded). There are also several limitations due to sample size. Though the overall sample
size was sufficiently large, there were several limitations in our ability to investigate certain
factors such as those who had ‘left against medical advice’. It is important to note that despite
evidence of similar patient populations to others reported in the literature, our findings
identifying cost drivers may not always be generalizable to other institutions. However, our goal
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was to provide information on the cost drivers specifically for LHSC. Therefore, the data were
appropriate for this purpose.

5.4 Future Work
The key findings of this thesis have important implications for the analysis of hospital costs as
well as for potential impacts in clinical practice. Our descriptive analyses demonstrate the
complexity underlying the relationships between pre-operative patient characteristics, sociodemographic factors, peri-operative and post-operative factors, and costs. Future work should
further explore these relationships. One way to do this is to include interaction terms to explore
potential effect modification. An example of potential effect modification to be explore is the
modification of the association between multimorbidity and costs through socio-demographic
factors as demonstrated by Thavorn et al.68
Mediation analyses are another way to further explore the complex relationships between
amongst variables. We demonstrate this by investigating the mediation of the impact of perioperative factors on costs through length of stay. Other important mediation analyses that would
be important to explore are mediation of the impact of co-morbid conditions present upon
admission on costs through peri-operative factors such as procedure duration or complications.
Our analyses found that the impact of dementia, a co-morbid conditions, on costs diminished
when adjusting for peri-operative factors – in particular dementia. Understanding the mechanism
behind how dementia – and other co-morbid conditions – are impacting total costs is important
for improvement of clinical practices as well as reduction of costs.
Future work should also explore the relationships between patient level socio-economic status
and CABG costs. As previously mentioned, there it is well-known that socio-economic status has
complex relationships with health status and healthcare costs. However, we did not find any
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studies that investigated the relationship between SES and CABG costs. Future work should aim
to investigate this relationship further.

5.5 Conclusion
This thesis analyzes multiple different domains in order to understand the significant factors that
impact the cost of CABG procedure at the LHSC through model selection, construction of nested
descriptive models, exploration of mediation analysis of the impact of peri-operative factors and
cost through length of stay, and construction of estimative models.
The work presented here highlights the immensely complex story that underlies the relationships
between patient characteristics, socio-demographics, peri-operative and post-operative clinical
factors, and CABG costs. At other Ontario cardiac surgical centres different factors may drive
costs. However, the approach we outline here can be used to identify cost drivers at other cardiac
surgical centres or can be applied to understand cost drivers for all cardiac surgical patients in
Ontario.
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Appendices
Appendix A: Data Dictionary
CABG Cost Study, Data Dictionary
Cohort Definition:



Patients who have undergone elective CABG surgery as defined in the CIHI-DAD (Apr. 1,
2014 – March 31, 2019)
Exclude patients who have also undergone any type of valve operation (TAVI, mitral valve,
tricuspid valve, or any other valve procedure)

Preoperative Patient Characteristics
Variable
Type/for Source
mat
database
Health Card Number
Cerner
Number
Hospital
Number
Cerner
Number
Date of
MMDDYY Cerner
Birth
YY
Sex
M/F/othe Cerner
r
Visit/Encoun Number
Cerner
ter Number
Forward
ANA
Cerner
Sortation
Area
Height
Number
Cerner
Weight
Number
Cerner
Body Mass
Number
Calculated
Index
Comorbiditi
DAD
es
Comorbidities of Interest
Diabetes

Binary

DAD/Surgi
net

Hypertensio
n

Binary

DAD/Surgi
net

Description
Used to link databases and identify duplicates, will be
converted into a unique de-identified ID number

Used to calculate age in days at time of pre-admission clinic
visit

Used to link databases

Calculated from Height and Weight of Patient
All comorbid diagnoses present upon admission (DXTYPE = 1)

Diabetes mellitus
 Check for diabetes diagnosis in CIHI-DAD on
admission (DXTYPE = 1):
 ICD-10: E10, E11, E13, E14
 Check Surginet for pre-admit clinical visit for history
of diabetes
Hypertension
 Check for hypertension diagnosis in CIHI-DAD on
admission (DXTYPE = 1):
 ICD-10: I10-I13, I15
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Hyperlipide
mia

Binary

DAD/Surgi
net

Peripheral
Vascular
Disease

Binary

DAD/Surgi
net

Cerebrovasc
ular Disease

Binary

DAD/Surgi
net

COPD

Binary

DAD/Surgi
net

Cancer

Binary

DAD/Surgi
net

Dementia

Binary

DAD/Surgi
net

Check Surginet for pre-admit clinical visit for history
of hypertension
Hyperlipidemia
Check for dyslipidemia diagnosis in CIHI-DAD on
admission (DXTYPE = 1):
 Diagnosis codes - ICD-9: 272 or ICD-10: E78
 Check Surginet for pre-admit clinical visit for history
of hyperlipidemia or dyslipidemia
Peripheral vascular disease
 CIHI-DAD on admission (DXTYPE = 1). Identify any of
the following ICD codes:
 ICD-10:
I70,I71,I731,I738,I739,I771,I790,I792,K551,K558,K55
9,Z958,Z959
 Check Surginet for pre-admit clinical visit for history
of any peripheral vascular disease
Cerebrovascular disease
 CIHI-DAD on admission. Identify any of the following
ICD codes:
 ICD-10: G45, G46, H340, I60-I69
 Check Surginet for pre-admit clinical visit for history
of any cerebrovascular disease
Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease
 CIHI-DAD on admission. Identify any of the following
ICD codes:
 ICD-10: I278,I279,J40,J41,J42,J43, J44,J45, J46,
J47,J60, J61, J62, J63, J64, J65, J66, J67, J684,J701,
J703
 Check Surginet for pre-admit clinical visit for history
of any COPD
History of cancer
 CIHI-DAD on admission. Identify any of the following
ICD codes:
Primary Cancer:
ICD-10: C0, C1, C20-C26, C30-C34, C37-C41, C43, C45-C58,
C6, C70-C76,
C81-C85, C88, C90-C97
Metastatic Cancer:
ICD-10: C77-C80
 Check Surginet for pre-admit clinical visit for history
of any cancer
Cognitive impairment/ dementia
 CIHI-DAD on admission. Identify any of the following
ICD codes:
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Dialysis

Binary

Surginet

MI

Binary

DAD/Surgi
net

Ischemic
Heart
Disease

Binary

DAD/Surgi
net

Heart
Failure

Binary

DAD/Surgi
net

Left
Ventricular
Ejection
Factor

Number

CorHealth

CCS Class
NYHA
Classificatio
n
Previous
Cardiac
Surgery
Use of Assist
Devices
Creatinine
Levels

CorHealth
CorHealth

Binary

NYHA Classification of heart failure

CorHealth

CorHealth
Number

ICD-10: F00,F01,F02,F03,F051,
G30,G311,G041,G114,G801,G802,G81,G82,G830,G831,G832,
G833,G834,G839
 Check Surginet for pre-admit clinical visit for history
of any dementia
Check Surginet for history of dialysis
 CCP: 51.95, 66.98
 CCI: 1PZ21HQBR, 1PZ21HPD4
Past myocardial infarction
 CIHI-DAD on admission. Identify any of the following
ICD codes:
 ICD-10 codes: I21, I22, I252
 Check Surginet for pre-admit clinical visit for history
of any MI
Ischemic heart disease
 CIHI-DAD on admission. Identify any of the following
ICD codes:
 ICD-10 codes: I20-I24
 Check Surginet for pre-admit clinical visit for history
of any IHD
History of heart failure
 CIHI-DAD on admission. Identify any of the following
ICD codes:
 ICD-10 codes: I099, I255, I420, I425, I426, I427, I428,
I429, I43, I50, P290
 Check Surginet for pre-admit clinical visit for history
of any heart failure
Left ventricular ejection fraction
 Check the variable value “CATH_LVEF” in CCN
database
 1 for ≥50%
 2 for 35% - 49%
 3 for 20% - 34%
 4 for <20%
Flag if the variable value is missing

-LVAD

Cerner
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medications

text

Perioperative Factors
Variable
Admit category

Cerner

1. List of medications pre-admission, listed by admission med
reconciliation
2. List of medications ordered through duration of hospital
stay

Type/format Source
database
Text
Surginet/DAD

Pre-operative
hemoglobin
Pre-operative
Serum creatinine
Pre-operative
Serum albumin
Procedure duration
Pump time
Blood transfusion given

g/L

Cerner
Cerner

g/dL

Cerner

Number
Y/N

Surginet/DAD
Perfusion Data
Surginet/DAD

Blood
components/products

Y/N

Surginet/DAD

Use of Heart Lung
Machine
Robotic Surgery
Intraortic Balloon Pump
ECMO

Binary

Surginet/DAD

Binary
Binary
Binary

Surginet/DAD
Surginet/DAD
Surginet/DAD

Postoperative Factors
Variable
ICU admission

Type/format Source database
Y/N
Surginet/DAD

Description
Elective
Emergent
Lowest recorded hemoglobin in the 3
months before surgery
Highest recorded creatinine in the 3
months before surgery

Indicates whether the patient received a
blood transfusion using blood
Red Blood Cells
Platelets
Plasma
Albumin
Other Blood Product

Description
Service transfer service
Service transfer subservice
Special Care Unit Number

CCU admission

Y/N

Surginet/DAD

Service transfer service
Service transfer subservice
Special Care Unit Number

Return to Operating
Room

Binary

Surginet/DAD
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Admission to any other
special unit

Y/N

Surginet/DAD

SCU Admit Date

YYYYMMDD

Surginet/DAD

SCU Discharge Date

YYYYMMDD

Surginet/DAD

Discharge Date

YYYYMMDD

Surginet/DAD

Length of stay in
ICU/CCU
Length of stay in
hospital
Complications (DXTYPE
= 2 or by CCI code in
DAD)
Discharge Disposition

Days

Calculated

Days

Calculated

Categorical

Categorical

Case-Costing
Variable
Type/format Source database
VariableDirectLabourPlus Case-costing
Cost Code:

Service transfer service
Service transfer subservice
Special Care Unit Number
Date the patient was admitted to a
special care unit number
Date the patient was discharged from
or expired on a special care unit
The date the patient was formally
discharged.
Days from surgery completion to
discharge from the unit
Days from surgery completion to
discharge from the hospital
E.G. Acute Kidney Injury or Dialysis (All
complications)
-all Type 2 diagnosis codes on the visit
E.G. Discharge, Dead or Alive

Description
Labour Costs that vary directly &
proportionately with direct patient
care activities

VDL
VariableDirectMaterial

Case-costing

General supply costs that vary directly
& proportionately with direct patient
care volume

Case-costing

clinical supply costs that can be traced
to specific patients and vary directly &
proportionately with direct patient
care volume

Cost Code: VDMGS

VariableDirectMaterial
Cost Code:
VDMPSS

VariableDirectLabourPlus Case-costing
Cost Code:
VDO

Expenses paid to contractors which
vary directly & proportionately with
direct patient care volume

FixedDirect
Cost Code: FDL

Case-costing

Labour costs that remain constant to
support direct patient care

FixedDirect
Cost Code:
FDO

Case-costing

Sundry
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FixedDirect
Cost Code:
FDBEG

Case-costing

Indirect Cost
Cost Code:
FI

Case-costing

Maintenance costs that remain
constant supporting direct patient
care activities

Variables to be created
Variable
Socioeconomic status

Type/format Source database
quintile

Description
Created from ON-Marg Index

Obesity

Categorical

Created from BMI

To be created

Appendix B: Forward Sortation Areas
fsa n (%)
fsa n (%)
fsa n (%)
fsa n (%)
fsa n (%)
B4N 1 (0.0)
N0E 9 (0.3)
N4X 14 (0.4)
N7D 1 (0.0)
N9K 4 (0.1)
J7V 1 (0.0)
N0G 19 (0.6)
N4Z 3 (0.1)
N7F 1 (0.0)
N9N 2 (0.1)
K0H 1 (0.0)
N0H 19 (0.6)
N5A 25 (0.7)
N7G 47 (1.4)
N9V 69 (2.1)
K0J 1 (0.0)
N0J 35 (1.0)
N5C 31 (0.9)
N7L 92 (2.8)
N9Y 43 (1.3)
K0L 1 (0.0)
N0K 21 (0.6)
N5H 27 (0.8)
N7M 78 (2.3)
N9Z 1 (0.0)
K1K 1 (0.0)
N0L 122 (3.7)
N5L 9 (0.3)
N7N 2 (0.1)
NUL 1 (0.0)
K2M 1 (0.0)
N0M 161 (4.8)
N5N 1 (0.0)
N7P 1 (0.0)
P0M 1 (0.0)
K7C 1 (0.0)
N0N 119 (3.6)
N5P 58 (1.7)
N7S 80 (2.4)
P0N 1 (0.0)
K9J 1 (0.0)
N0P 181 (5.4)
N5R 66 (2.0)
N7T 75 (2.2)
P0S 1 (0.0)
L0N 1 (0.0)
N0R 122 (3.7)
N5V 60 (1.8)
N7V 38 (1.1)
P2A 1 (0.0)
L0R 2 (0.1)
N1G 1 (0.0)
N5W 56 (1.7)
N7W 16 (0.5)
P3B 1 (0.0)
L1C 1 (0.0)
N1H 1 (0.0)
N5X 61 (1.8)
N8A 46 (1.4)
P3P 1 (0.0)
L1N 2 (0.1)
N2A 1 (0.0)
N5Y 45 (1.3)
N8H 71 (2.1)
P5N 1 (0.0)
L1Z 1 (0.0)
N2E 1 (0.0)
N5Z 49 (1.5)
N8L 1 (0.0)
P6A 2 (0.1)
L2E 1 (0.0)
N2H 1 (0.0)
N6A 17 (0.5)
N8M 41 (1.2)
P6B 1 (0.0)
L2H 1 (0.0)
N2L 1 (0.0)
N6B 26 (0.8)
N8N 64 (1.9)
P7B 1 (0.0)
L3B 1 (0.0)
N2V 1 (0.0)
N6C 64 (1.9)
N8P 17 (0.5)
P7C 1 (0.0)
L3R 1 (0.0)
N2Z 28 (0.8)
N6E 63 (1.9)
N8R 34 (1.0)
P7L 1 (0.0)
L3V 1 (0.0)
N3A 1 (0.0)
N6G 58 (1.7)
N8S 72 (2.2)
T3H 1 (0.0)
L4M 2 (0.1)
N3R 3 (0.1)
N6H 45 (1.3)
N8T 41 (1.2)
T4C 1 (0.0)
L4N 1 (0.0)
N3S 1 (0.0)
N6J 66 (2.0)
N8W 71 (2.1)
V2R 1 (0.0)
L6J 1 (0.0)
N3Y 1 (0.0)
N6K 79 (2.4)
N8X 51 (1.5)
L6X 2 (0.1)
N4B 2 (0.1)
N6L 6 (0.2)
N8Y 41 (1.2)
L9C 1 (0.0)
N4G 24 (0.7)
N6M 10 (0.3)
N9A 62 (1.9)
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L9P 1 (0.0)
M1B 1 (0.0)
M1C 1 (0.0)
N0A 4 (0.1)
N0B 3 (0.1)
N0C 1 (0.0)

N4K 6 (0.2)
N4N 2 (0.1)
N4S 28 (0.8)
N4T 12 (0.4)
N4V 3 (0.1)
N4W 2 (0.1)

N6N
N6P
N6V
N7A
N7B
N7C

5 (0.1)
16 (0.5)
1 (0.0)
22 (0.7)
1 (0.0)
1 (0.0)

N9B 37 (1.1)
N9C 30 (0.9)
N9E 33 (1.0)
N9G 42 (1.3)
N9H 24 (0.7)
N9J 38 (1.1)

Appendix C: List of Complications
0 = minor complication, 1 = moderate complication, 2 = major complication
ICD-10 code importance
J9810
0
J9588
0
R609
0
I630
2
F058
1
I634
2
I4890
1
E877
0
D649
0
I442
2
I4800
1
T812
0
N141
0
J938
1
G459
2
D500
0
N2888
0
J9580
1
F059
1
K913
0
R310
1
R33
1
T814
1
D684
0
A410
2
N998
0
I460
2
T828
0
F113
0
I472
1
E875
0
I958
1
T8428
0
I959
1
T8183
0
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I498
R570
D695
K264
E872
T810
J90
R000
I214
L0311
J069
I4891
D683
R55
I639
R498
A498
I500
T8188
G4090
I4900
A099
G4060
D696
I493
T817
N390
J81
R073
K2214
I978
S025
R111
R090
D689
J951
I240
J40
I308
N990
H538
I440
I210
R600
T813
A048

0
2
0
0
1
1
1
0
2
1
0
1
0
2
2
0
0
1
1
2
3
0
2
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
2
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
2
0
1
1
78

I631
I441
I4801
T811
N179
I469
T825
E039
D688
G8199
J189
J14
D62
R520
A047
J9609
I455
T885
I319
I518
G4010
T8279
J9699
A411
I635
A4151
J110
R53
T884
F419
H470
D735
G4031
K922
A4188
R001
R410
E871
A419
I724
S22200
E868
K720
I313
R112
I495

2
1
1
1
1
2
0
0
0
2
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
1
2
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
2
0
0
0
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
79

R104
J931
R060
H431
I471
I99
R739
E870
N289
R401
R470
I638
R601
N359
K3188
F104
R113
M548
A499
J9818
K602
I632
R098
J111
J3801
B027
M6282
K920
Z738
E1111
B029
I2382
R4188
K560
G570
D700
M968
R442
F03
I229
F050
G629
A4180
G9380
G451
M213

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
2
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
2
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
1
1
0
0
80

T822
S37391
R5688
I64
G8190
I483
I200
E876
G934
M1090
G563
I970
I971
I484
R688
T796
I443
E834
E139
H341
R652
J959
H490
J848
I309
D65
I447
R72
K566
K746
A480
G253
I501
G419
L0310
R238
K254
R2688
R400
R278
R1010
G8320
R443
T827
I499
G931

1
0
0
2
2
1
0
0
1
0
0
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
2
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
2
2
1
2
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
2
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R068
J181
R42
J986
R318
R441
I249
L539
H540
T8181
G82391
J939
J9690
K559
T821
G8191
J985
J151
M319
K210
L898
G935
I744
J942
N471
R798
F220
N170
K573
H534
R451
J80
I653
I509
R4180
I652
T856
I951
J690
E274
G418
S0625
S032
K590
H532
J155

0
1
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
2
1
0
0
0
2
0
1
2
0
1
2
0
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
2
2
0
0
0
1
82

R9438
J158
I802
I952
U838
I517
I269
M316
R478
K625
H549
G470
K0887
I221
J156
I748
J9691
T857
K550
K565
K449
J22
I728
E890
G8109
E873
G4030
R14
K921
K729
U821
I233
R042
T403
R572
F412
R456
R578
M6280
T8468
J101
R740
I219
U832
J150
L024

0
1
1
0
0
0
2
0
0
2
0
0
0
2
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
2
0
2
0
0
2
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
1
0
1
0
83

T858
G729
R130
R789
N320
U830
I710
M6286
J982
R458
G902
J128
J152
R471
K6388
R748
T82700
Z991
T843
K9142
R208
R36
T82701
T179
R680

0
0
0
0
0
0
2
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Appendix D: List of Abbreviations
ABF = activity-based funding
ACE = angiotensin-converting enzyme
ACS = Acute coronary syndrome
AIC = Akaike Information Criteria
BEG = building, equipment, and grounds
CABG = Coronary Artery Bypass Graft
CAD = Coronary Artery Disease
CAN-Marg = Canadian Marginalization Index
CCS = Canadian Cardiovascular Society
CIHI = Canadian Institute for Health Information
CL = comorbidity level
84

CMG+ = Case Mix Group
CORONARY = Coronary Artery Bypass Graft Off or On Pump Revascularization Study
DA = Dissemination area
DAD = discharge abstract database
ECMO =extracorporeal membrane oxygenation
ELOS = expected length of stay
FI = flagged intervention
FREEDOM = Future Revascularization Evaluation in Patients With Diabetes Mellitus: Optimal
Management of Multivessel Disease
FSA = Forward sortation area
GDP = Gross Domestic Product
GLM = Generalized Linear Model
GS = Goods and Services
HBAM = Health based allocation model
HIG = HBAM Inpatient Group
HSFR = health system funding reform
ICU = intensive care unit
IE = intervention event
LAMA = Left against medical advice
LHSC = London Health Sciences Centre
MI = myocardial infarction
MOHLTC = Ministry of Health and Long-term Care
MRSE = Mean relative squared error
MSPE = Mean squared prediction error
NYHA = New York heart association
OLS = ordinary least squares
ON-Marg = Ontario Marginalization Index
OOH = out-of-hospital
PBF = patient-based funding
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PCI = Percutaneous coronary intervention
PSS = Patient specific supplies
QBP = Quality-Based Procedure
SCU = special care unit
SES = Socioeconomic status
SYNTAX = Synergy Between Percutaneous Coronary Intervention With TAXUS and Cardiac
Surgery
TAVI = trans-catheter aortic valve implantation
WISE = Women’s Ischemia Syndrome Evaluation

Appendix E: Association between Socio-economic Status and Co-morbid Conditions
Table 11a: Relationship between SES Factors and Comorbid Conditions (Instability)
Diabetes
Hypertension
Hyperlipidemia
Peripheral Vascular Disease
Cerebrovascular Disease
Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary
Disease
Cancer
Dementia
Dialysis
Ischemic Heart Disease
Heart Failure
Obesity

Test Performed
Chi-squared Test
Chi-squared Test
Chi-squared Test
Chi-squared Test
Chi-squared Test

p-value
0.7281
0.8198
0.2329
0.1298
0.8663

Chi-squared Test

0.0792

Chi-squared Test
Chi-squared Test
Chi-squared Test
Chi-squared Test
Chi-squared Test
Chi-squared Test

0.8281
0.6329
0.6968
0.0047
0.0373
0.3620

Table 11b: Relationship between SES Factors and Comorbid Conditions (Material
Deprivation)
Diabetes
Hypertension
Hyperlipidemia
Peripheral Vascular Disease
Cerebrovascular Disease
Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary
Disease
Cancer

Test Performed
Chi-squared Test
Chi-squared Test
Chi-squared Test
Chi-squared Test
Chi-squared Test

p-value
0.0184
0.2565
0.1281
0.0301
0.9223

Chi-squared Test

0.0387

Chi-squared Test

0.2136
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Dementia
Dialysis
Ischemic Heart Disease
Heart Failure
Obesity

Chi-squared Test
Chi-squared Test
Chi-squared Test
Chi-squared Test
Chi-squared Test

0.0900
0.5975
0.2811
0.2391
0.0003

Table 11c: Relationship between SES Factors and Comorbid Conditions (Dependency)
Diabetes
Hypertension
Hyperlipidemia
Peripheral Vascular Disease
Cerebrovascular Disease
Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary
Disease
Cancer
Dementia
Dialysis
Ischemic Heart Disease
Heart Failure
Obesity

Test Performed
Chi-squared Test
Chi-squared Test
Chi-squared Test
Chi-squared Test
Chi-squared Test

p-value
0.9570
0.1078
0.8028
0.4515
0.2483

Chi-squared Test

0.1815

Chi-squared Test
Chi-squared Test
Chi-squared Test
Chi-squared Test
Chi-squared Test
Chi-squared Test

0.6487
0.8518
0.8252
0.4666
0.2222
0.9459

Table 11d: Relationship between SES Factors and Comorbid Conditions (Ethnic
Concentration)
Diabetes
Hypertension
Hyperlipidemia
Peripheral Vascular Disease
Cerebrovascular Disease
Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary
Disease
Cancer
Dementia
Dialysis
Ischemic Heart Disease
Heart Failure
Obesity

Test Performed
Chi-squared Test
Chi-squared Test
Chi-squared Test
Chi-squared Test
Chi-squared Test

p-value
0.5518
0.2983
0.8737
0.2108
0.4807

Chi-squared Test

0.4453

Chi-squared Test
Chi-squared Test
Chi-squared Test
Chi-squared Test
Chi-squared Test
Chi-squared Test

0.4632
0.4346
0.1310
0.1451
0.6800
0.0034
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